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About the Institute of Outdoor Recreation and Tourism at Utah State University
The Institute of Outdoor Recreation and Tourism at Utah State University
was founded in 1998 by the Utah State Legislature through the Recreation
and Tourism Research and Extension Program Act (S.B. 35). The Institute
is mandated to focus on:
1) tourism and outdoor recreation use;
2) the social and economic tradeoffs of tourism and outdoor
recreation for local communities; and
3) the relationship between outdoor recreation and tourism and
public land management practices and policies.
The purpose of the Institute is to provide better data for the Legislature as well as municipal, county,
state, and federal agencies in their decision-making processes on issues relating to tourism and outdoor
recreation. Through our research, we provide a base of information and expertise to assist community
officials as they attempt to balance the economic, social, and environmental tradeoffs in tourism
development. We also cultivate an interdisciplinary approach towards the study and management of
outdoor recreation and tourism through undergraduate and graduate degrees in Recreation Resource
Management, which we offer through the Department of Environment and Society at Utah State
University.
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Executive Summary
Purpose. The canyons of the Central Wasatch provide some of Utah’s most outstanding outdoor
recreation opportunities. Visitors can explore several dozen high elevation lakes, thousands of climbing
routes, hike or mountain bike on hundreds of miles of trail, and ski some of the best snow on Earth during
the winter months. In recent years however, the increased demand for outdoor recreation opportunities
has caused many individuals, user groups, governmental organizations, and other allied interest groups to
wonder how to accommodate demand while minimizing the potential impacts that increased use has on
the canyon’s ecological and physical resources. The purpose of this study is to explore how outdoor
recreation use and its associated impacts can be quantified and monitored over time within the canyons.
Establishing indicators of the ecological, physical, and social characteristics of recreation settings
throughout the canyons is an essential first step to quantifying and monitoring change. Our goal is to
establish a set of indicators that are collaboratively generated and grounded in the best-available science
and reflect the unique needs and concerns of the diverse stakeholders and interest groups who use,
manage, and depend on the canyons. Through the work detailed below, the Central Wasatch Commission,
the State of Utah, and the Uinta-Wasatch-Cache National Forest will gain a clear understanding of what
data on outdoor recreation use currently exist and what data are essential to understand the ecological,
physical, and social characteristics of recreation settings.
Methods. We conducted a systematic literature review and data search to establish a comprehensive
understanding of data concerning outdoor recreation use, and recreation-related impacts, within the
Central Wasatch. We supplemented this review and search with key stakeholder interviews to identify
ongoing and past data collection or monitoring efforts related to recreation, develop an understanding of
the types of indicators those agencies, organizations, and user groups feel are most important, and gather
stakeholder perspectives, concerns, and ideas related to visitor use monitoring in the region. We
subsequently cataloged all the data collection and monitoring efforts identified and evaluated the extent to
which each data source could be used to help develop ecological, physical, or social indicators for outdoor
recreation settings within the canyons. For each data source, we provide an overview of why the data are
(or were) collected, how they were collected, and insights into how the data can inform the development
of ecological, physical, or social indicators. Our report concludes with a comprehensive review of the
federal and state legislation as well as federal, state, county, and municipal policies and planning
documents that address, or specifically guide, the management of ecological, physical, and social
conditions within the canyons. The purpose of this review is to identify and document all legal or
managerial processes and standards that apply to altering outdoor recreation use within the canyons.
Preliminary Findings. Our literature review and data search revealed very little data on visitor use and
related impacts in the Central Wasatch. The data we did find could be categorized into three classes of
information.
• Cross-sectional and/or geographically targeted research. These studies focus on a particular
phenomenon (e.g., the influence of weather or air quality on canyon visitation) using data
collected at a single point in time and/or at a specific location. These studies cannot tell us
anything about trends in outdoor recreation use over time or comparative use levels across
different outdoor recreation settings within the canyons.
• Long-term and geographically misaligned data. These data sources, such as the USDA Forest
Service’s National Visitor Use Monitoring Program, while valuable for specific purposes (such as
determining forest-wide use estimates) do not provide recreation managers and other stakeholders
with the information necessary to make site-specific planning or management decisions. These
data are incapable of quantifying and characterize recreation use at any managerially relevant
scale.
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•

Contextual information. This information does not provide any specific measurements related to
outdoor recreation use and use-related impacts. However, it does provide a historical review of
how outdoor recreation use, and use-related impacts, in the Central Wasatch have evolved.

In alignment with the findings from our systematic literature review and data search, interviewees have
consistently said there is very little data on visitor use and related impacts in the Central Wasatch outside
of the ski areas, and that what data exists is spotty at best. Many interviewees have expressed a desire for
reliable, credible, and rigorously collected data on visitor use and related impacts. Many people expressed
concern about the fact that we do not have a good idea of how many people are visiting the Central
Wasatch in general, not to mention where people are going, how they are recreating and experiencing the
canyons, and what impacts they may be causing. There was a general sentiment that management and
investment decisions related to the canyons, such as decisions related to the mountain transportation
system, should be based on a good understanding of visitor use and that better data and monitoring are
necessary to produce that understanding.
Our data synthesis illustrates the extent to which existing data on visitor use can be used to guide the
selection of indicators of outdoor recreation use and its associated impacts. Data from previous studies are
extremely limited in their ability to consistently and systematically quantify outdoor recreation use at any
meaningful spatial scale. The USDA Forest Service’s National Visitor Use Monitoring program is
designed to make inferences about each national forest in the United States, not subunits within those
national forests, like an individual ranger district, canyon, or subset of sites within a canyon. However, a
spatial intensification of sampling (focused on the Central Wasatch) in future rounds of the visitor use
monitoring effort could lead to the generation of information that is useful to a variety of stakeholders
who use and manage the Central Wasatch. This is a unique opportunity for local municipalities, Salt Lake
County, and other stakeholders, to partner with the USDA Forest Service to take advantage of their
existing visitor use monitoring program in order to obtain representative estimates of outdoor recreation
use to Big Cottonwood, Little Cottonwood, and Millcreek Canyon. This information would also be useful
to the USDA Forest Service in their ongoing management efforts. Local stakeholders, such as the Central
Wasatch Commission, should see this as a unique opportunity to partner with the agency to generate
mutual gains.
Our legislation and policy review documents the layered patchwork of policies and management
documents that guide resource management decisions across the Central Wasatch. We provide a general
description of the role and jurisdiction of all the key players involved in managing the Central Wasatch.
For each of these key players, we identified the primary document or documents guiding land or resource
management. Based on these documents, we constructed a matrix of topics represented in the primary
legal document or documents relevant to each land management entity. This matrix provides a quick
reference of the federal and state legislation as well as county and municipal policies and ordinances
guiding the management of ecological, physical, and social resources within the canyons.
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Introduction
The Central Wasatch provides unparalleled outdoor recreation opportunities for the residents of Salt Lake
Valley and the state of Utah, as well as millions of visitors who travel to the state to spend time to hike,
mountain bike, and ski. Unfortunately, the past decade has seen increases in outdoor recreation use so
substantial that they may threaten the ecological integrity of the canyons, the built and recreational
infrastructure within them, and the quality of experiences that visitors have come to expect and enjoy.
Establishing indicators of the ecological, physical, and social characteristics of outdoor recreation settings
throughout the canyons is an essential first step to quantifying and monitoring change. Our goal through
this work is to establish a set of indicators that are collaboratively generated and grounded in the bestavailable science and reflect the unique needs and concerns of the diverse stakeholders and interest
groups who use, manage, and depend on the canyons. Through the work detailed below, the Central
Wasatch Commission, the State of Utah, and the Uinta-Wasatch-Cache National Forest will gain a clear
understanding of what data on outdoor recreation use currently exist and what data are essential to
understand the ecological, physical, and social characteristics of outdoor recreation settings. Our process
involves a collaborative approach designed to minimize contestation and pave the way for widely
supported management decisions and investments in infrastructure.
Our vision for this project is to establish scientifically grounded and collaboratively
informed indicators of the ecological, physical, and social characteristics of distinct
types of outdoor recreation settings within the Central Wasatch.
Once indicators of the ecological, physical, and social characteristics of outdoor recreation settings
throughout the canyons are established, those indicators can be measured and monitored over time to
provide an understanding of current conditions and trends. This monitoring effort can be combined with
collaborative and deliberative processes to established desired conditions for distinct types of outdoor
recreation settings, as well as use triggers that can effectuate management actions (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Visitor use monitoring and management on federally managed land is a process of establishing indicators of ecological, physical, and
social characteristics, measuring and monitoring those indicators, and establishing desired conditions and possible management actions to ensure
desired conditions are achieved and maintained (Interagency Visitor Use Management Council, 2016).
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Scope of Work
Our work is organized around three questions:
•
•
•

Question 1: What key indicators do we need to pay attention to and what data about outdoor
recreation use in the canyons currently exists?
Question 2: What are the most appropriate ecological, physical, and social indicators for distinct
types of outdoor recreation settings within the canyons?
Question 3: What ecological, physical, and social indicators should be prioritized in primary data
collection efforts designed to quantify and monitor change?

This interim report documents our findings for Question 1. Subsequent reports will document our
findings for Questions 2 and 3.
To determine which key indicators we need to pay attention to and what data about outdoor recreation use
in the canyons currently exists, we:
Task 1.1
Task 1.2
Task 1.3

Conducted a knowledge gap analysis of current outdoor recreation research and
monitoring in the Uinta-Wasatch-Cache National Forest and gathered stakeholder
perspectives on key indicators;
Catalogued and synthesized all data related to outdoor recreation use within the
canyons since 2000; and
Conducted a legislation and policy review to identify and document all legal or
managerial processes and standards that apply to managing outdoor recreation use
within the canyons.
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Task 1.1 – Knowledge gap analysis of current outdoor recreation research and monitoring in the
Uinta-Wasatch-Cache National Forest and gathering of stakeholder perspectives on key indicators
Methods
Systematic Literature Review and Data Search
We conducted a systematic review of both peer-reviewed and grey literature (i.e., technical and agency
reports from federal and state agencies as well as non-profit organizations) to establish a comprehensive
understanding of data concerning outdoor recreation use, and recreation-related impacts, within the
Central Wasatch. We searched Google Scholar as well as the Web of Science and EbscoHost data bases
for the following Boolean search terms:
•
•
•

“Little Cottonwood Canyon” AND “recreation,”
“Big Cottonwood Canyon” AND “recreation,” and
“Millcreek Canyon” AND “recreation.”

All identified papers and reports were saved to a citation management database and read to determine
their relevance to outdoor recreation use and recreation-related impacts in the Central Wasatch.
Key Stakeholder Interviews
We are complementing our knowledge gap analysis by conducting in-depth interviews with a range of
key stakeholders representing agencies, jurisdictions, user groups and other organizations who have an
interest in outdoor recreation use and recreation-related impacts throughout the canyons. Key
stakeholders have been identified by our project team in consultation with the Central Wasatch
Commission to ensure the appropriate agencies, organizations, and user groups are involved. The key
stakeholder interviews are being used to:
1) identify ongoing and past data collection or monitoring efforts related to outdoor recreation in the
Central Wasatch, especially those that may not be published in either peer-reviewed or grey
literature;
2) develop an understanding of the types of indicators those agencies, organizations, and user groups
feel are most important, whether or not data on these indicators currently exists; and
3) gather stakeholder perspectives, concerns, and ideas related to the visitor use monitoring study.
This initial stakeholder input is also intended to ensure the project is collaborative and transparent. We
will be building on what we learn from the interviews in subsequent collaborative workshops where
priority indicators are developed.
To date, we have conducted 17 interviews with a diverse set of stakeholders. Interviewees thus far include
representatives from local and regional government, conservation groups, recreation user groups, the ski
industry, and community groups. The assessment is still ongoing; we anticipate conducting 15-20 more
interviews to complete the assessment.
Preliminary Findings
Systematic Literature Review and Data Search
All literature and data identified through our review and search are catalogued in Table 1. Data on
outdoor recreation use, and use-related impacts, within the Central Wasatch can be classified as either
cross-sectional and geographically targeted or long-term and geographically misaligned. The former type
of data are useful for investigating specific hypotheses (such as how out-group encounters affect
perceptions of conflict amongst different types of user groups (Ramthun, 1995)). However, because these
studies are cross-sectional and geographically targeted, they cannot tell us anything about trends in
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outdoor recreation use over time or comparative use levels across different recreation settings within the
canyons. The majority of cross-sectional and geographically targeted research within the Tri-Canyon area
has been focused on the influence of weather and air quality on outdoor recreation use within the canyons
(Gatti, 2019; Latham, 2017; Zajchowski et al., 2019, 2021; Zhang & Smith, 2018). Other work has
specifically examined perceptions of impacts caused by climbing equipment (Jones et al., 2004),
perceptions of conflict between mountain bikers and other user groups (Ramthun, 1995), and the
influence of user fees on the behavior of outdoor recreationists with different incomes (Lamborn et al.,
2017).
We classified the second type of data on outdoor recreation use, and use-related impacts, within the
Central Wasatch as long-term and geographically misaligned; these data are collected over a long period
of time and do not fit the geographic scope of the Central Wasatch in any way that would make them
useful. These data include the USDA Forest Service’s National Visitor Use Monitoring program, which
involves surveying outdoor recreationists at purposively sampled outdoor recreation settings across a
national forest, and the Utah Department of Transportation’s traffic counts, collected via inductive
sensors in state highways. These data are valuable in that they can provide a characterization of temporal
trends. For example, the USDA Forest Service’s National Visitor Use Monitoring program data are
available going back to 2001-2002 at 5-year intervals. However, these data are collected for the specific
purpose of quantifying and characterizing forest-wide estimates of outdoor recreation use. The stratified
sampling techniques that are used to determine when and where forest visitors are contacted, are not
specific to smaller geographic areas such as the Central Wasatch. Consequently, these data are severely
limited in their ability to quantify and characterize outdoor recreation use at managerially relevant scales
such as individual canyons or individual settings. In a similar vein, the Utah Department of
Transportation’s traffic count data are available only for the entrances to Big and Little Cottonwood
Canyon and do not discriminate between recreational and non-recreational vehicular trips. As a result,
these data are not useful in quantifying and characterize outdoor recreation use at any managerially
relevant scale.
Our literature review and data search also revealed a third class of contextual information relevant to
outdoor recreation use, and use-related impacts in the Central Wasatch. This information is devoid of any
specific measurements that can be used to monitor outdoor recreation use and use-related impacts, but it
does provide a historical review of how outdoor recreation use, and use-related impacts/issues in the
Central Wasatch. The foremost example of this information is Jay Wilkinson’s 2004 review of how forest
management and planning have responded to the increased demand for outdoor recreation, particularly
new forms of outdoor recreation, within the Central Wasatch. Wilkinson’s review focuses on how the
2003 Revised Forest Plan accommodated the need for more, and more diverse forms of, outdoor
recreation. Wilkinson concludes
Although generally undesirable, segregating recreational use on forestlands may be an
effective way to reduce user conflicts. However, the 2003 Revised Forest Plan displays a
general belief that this extreme choice will be unnecessary if different users can learn how
to coexist with each other. By utilizing education programs, forest management hopes the
various user groups will become more aware of the negative impact their activity has on
other users, which in turn will induce them to alter their use patterns to mitigate those
effects.
Other work within this class of information includes a description of the structure and formation of
watershed protection efforts in the Central Wasatch (Blanchard et al., 2015) and a historical analysis of
the formation and management of trails on Forest Service lands within Salt Lake County (Hardy, 1975).
While this class of information is not directly related to key indicators we need to pay attention to, it does
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provide some valuable context as to how outdoor recreation use, and its management, have evolved in the
Central Wasatch.
Collectively, our literature review and data search revealed three classes of information that currently
exist and are relevant to outdoor recreation use, and use-related impacts, in the Central Wasatch.
• Cross-sectional and/or geographically targeted research. This work has predominantly
focused on the influence of weather and air quality on outdoor recreation use. Smaller subsets of
this research have focused on perceptions of conflict between different user groups and
perceptions of visual impacts associated with recreation infrastructure. While informative, this
class of research cannot offer any definitive guidance on what key indicators we need to pay
attention to and what are the most appropriate ecological, physical, and social indicators for
distinct types of outdoor recreation settings within the canyons.
• Long-term and geographically misaligned data. These data sources, while valuable for specific
purposes (such as determining forest-wide use estimates) do not provide outdoor recreation
managers and other user groups with the information necessary to make site-specific planning or
management decisions. These data are incapable of quantifying and characterizing outdoor
recreation use at any managerially relevant scale.
• Contextual information. This information does not provide any specific measurements related to
outdoor recreation use and use-related impacts. However, it does provide a historical review of
how outdoor recreation use and use-related impacts have evolved in the Central Wasatch have
evolved.
Key Stakeholder Interviews
Important note: These preliminary findings only reflect the perspectives of the 17 people who have
been interviewed thus far. It is likely that different perspectives and concerns will be identified by
future interviewees.
Interviewees thus far generally agree there is a need to balance use and development of the Central
Wasatch with protecting the ecosystem, watershed, diversity of experiences, and other things that make
the Central Wasatch such a special and important place for people to live in/near and visit. There is also a
general recognition of the need to balance different recreational uses of the canyons.
Most interviewees expressed concern about the state of outdoor recreation use in the Central Wasatch,
indicating they think additional management and infrastructure is needed to handle the level of visitation
the canyons are experiencing in the summer and winter. Many interviewees expressed concern that a
growing population in the Salt Lake Valley and climate change will put additional pressures on the
Central Wasatch, its resources, and its recreational opportunities. For example, many people have
expressed a major worry about wildfire risk, especially in light of climate change, and the impact a major
wildfire would have on the canyons, particularly on water resources. Notably, many interviewees said
they no longer recreate in the Central Wasatch and that they have significantly altered their recreation
choices due to how busy the Central Wasatch has become and/or how difficult it is to access.
In alignment with the findings from our systematic literature review and data search, interviewees have
consistently said there is very little data on visitor use and related impacts in the Central Wasatch outside
of the ski areas, and that what data exists is spotty at best. A number of interviewees have expressed a
concern that existing data on visitor use has come from studies that used poor and/or biased methods,
resulting in inaccurate findings.
Many interviewees have expressed a desire for reliable, credible, and rigorously collected data on visitor
use and related impacts in the Central Wasatch. Interviewees expressed concern about the fact that we do
not have a good idea of how many people are visiting the Central Wasatch in general, not to mention
9
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where people are going, how they are recreating and experiencing the canyons, and what impacts they
may be causing. There was a general sentiment that management and investment decisions related to the
canyons, such as decisions related to the mountain transportation system, should be based on a good
understanding of visitor use and that better data and monitoring are necessary to produce that
understanding. Many people said they wished visitor use monitoring and/or a visitor use study had been
conducted years ago to inform ongoing management and investment decisions. For example, a number of
interviewees said that, while they don’t want to keep putting off major management decisions related to
the Wasatch, they would like to see decisions such as what to do about the mountain transportation
system be based in an accurate understanding of what is going on with visitor use in the canyons and what
that means for management.
Related to this, interviews have revealed that many people are confused about what a visitor use study is
and is not; this confusion appears to be creating a lot of tension and concern among the Central Wasatch
Commission Board of Commissioners and Stakeholder Council. Some interviewees referred to this study
as a “capacity study” rather than a visitor use study and expressed a sense that some people want the
study to determine the number of people that should be allowed in the canyons at any given time. Other
interviewees expressed a concern that a visitor use study will be used as a “club” to restrict numbers of
visitors or certain kinds of visitation in the Central Wasatch, such as to limit how many people can go to a
trail head or how many people can go to a ski area on any particular day. There is a very important and
urgent need to be clear about what a visitor use study is and what it will, and will not produce (i.e., it will
not determine the number of people who can go into the canyons on a given day).
When asked which areas are of most concern for visitor use in the Central Wasatch, interviewees thus far
have commonly identified the following areas (in no particular order). Note: The focus on areas in Little
Cottonwood Canyon may reflect who has been interviewed thus far as well as the current status of the
Utah Department of Transportation’s Little Cottonwood Canyon Environmental Impact Statement; it
is anticipated that more areas of concern will be identified by future interviewees.
• White Pine area
• Grizzly Gulch
• Albion Basin
• Wolverine Circe
• The Quarry Trail
• Lower LCC climbing areas
• The Wasatch High Country in general
• Wildlife corridors in general
When asked what the visitor use study should pay attention to, interviewees have commonly identified the
following indicators:
• Ecological/environmental
o Flora, including flowers and invasive species
o Fauna/wildlife, including megafauna, smaller mammals, and birds
o Water quality
o Air quality
•

Social
o Number of people visiting a trailhead in both winter and summer
o Crowding
§ Note: A number of interviewees expressed a concern about using perceptions of
crowding and what is acceptable as an indicator, saying such data is highly
subjective
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o
o
o
o
•

Impacts on communities at the bottom of the canyons
Visual indicators
Visitor experience and providing for a range of experiences, including solitude
Human waste

Physical
o The impact of people and parking at different sites
o Parking availability
o Traffic and volume on the roads during winter and summer
§ Car numbers and the number of people in each vehicle at certain points in the
Wasatch
o Illegal camping or camping in inappropriate places (and camping use in general)
o Noise - decibel levels
o Human waste

Most interviewees have said there is a need to study/understand visitor use during the summer as well as
the winter. They expressed a concern that summer use is becoming as much of a concern as winter use, if
not more.
Some questions that have come up related to the scope of the visitor use study:
• What is the geographic scope of the “Central Wasatch”? Does it include the Wasatch Back or
not? People have different feelings and ideas about whether it should.
• Would this study include visitor use at the ski areas?
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Table 1. Description of all literature and data identified relevant to social, ecological, and physical indicators of outdoor recreation use within Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little Cottonwood Canyon, and Millcreek Canyon.
Reference
Data type
Title of study or dataset
Cross-sectional or geographically targeted research
Atkins et al.,
Report on 3-day
Transportation observations,
2006
planning charette
considerations, and
recommendations for the tricanyons area of the Salt Lake
Ranger District, WasatchCache National Forest

Agency

Year

Purpose

Findings

Inter-agency
Transportation
Assistance Group,
on behalf of the
USDA Forest
Service and local
stakeholders

2006

Assess not only the present status of
transportation facilities, but to identify challenges
and opportunities to improve system safety,
capacity, and performance.

1) Develop a strategic, long-range, Tri-Canyons
transportation planning activity, based on cooperative,
collaborative and continuing planning efforts, ultimately
leading to the development of an overall visitor safety,
access and recreational mobility management strategy;
fostering a basis for alternative transportation project
initiatives for areas such as Albion Basin and MCC.

Carter, 2019

Report on survey
to past and
present members
of the Salt Lake
Climbers Alliance

2019 Wasatch climber
survey summary report

Salt Lake
Climbers Alliance

2019

Better understand the Wasatch climbing
community and climbers’ perspectives on how
the Salt Lake Climbing Alliance fulfills its mission

Carter, 2018

Report on survey
to past and
present members
of the Salt Lake
Climbers Alliance

SLCA 2018 member survey:
Climbers' perspectives on
stewardship, resource
management, and the SLCA's
role in the Wasatch climbing
community

Salt Lake
Climbers Alliance

2019

Better understand the Wasatch climbing
community and climbers’ perspectives on how
the Salt Lake Climbing Alliance fulfills its mission

Hull, 2013

Thesis
(Bachelor's)

Environmental economics: A
case study for the Big
Cottonwood Canyon
Watershed

None

2013

Jones et al.,
2004

Peer-reviewed
journal article

Assessing the social
construction of visual-spatial
preferences for Wilderness
impacts

None

2004

Description and valuation of the ecosystem
services provided by the Big Cottonwood Canyon
Watershed. Using these values, the study focused
on the proposed development of SkiLink, a
gondola system that would connect two separate
ski resorts in two separate canyons – the Solitude
Mountain Resort, located in Big Cottonwood
Canyon, and Canyons Resort, located near Park
City.
Examine preferences for cliff scenery and the
visual impacts of fixed anchors in the Twin Peaks
and Mt. Olympus Wilderness areas.

Kay, 1981

Peer-reviewed
journal article

Evaluating environmental
impacts of off-road vehicles

None

1981

Compare the vegetation and soils of a trail used
heavily by off-highway vehicles (Cardiff Fork Trail
in Big Cottonwood Canyon) with those of a trail
from which off-highway vehicles are excluded
(Days Fork Trail also in Big Cottonwood Canyon).

Lamborn & Burr,
2016

Technical report

An estimation of visitor use
in Little Cottonwood, Big
Cottonwood, and Millcreek
Canyons

None

2016

Estimate total annual visitation to the tri-canyon
area of the Central Wasatch

2) Explore near-term opportunities to enhance and/or
improve the effectiveness of transit service and intermodal connections to BCC and LCC.
Descriptive statistics on survey respondents: 1)
Climbing backgrounds and behaviors; 2) Membership in
the Salt Lake Climbers Alliance; 3) Perceptions of
communications coming from the Salt Lake Climbers
Alliance; 4) Volunteer activity with the Salt Lake
Climbers Alliance; 5) Donations to the Salt Lake
Climbers Alliance; 6) Perceptions of local climbing
organizations' policies and practices; and 7)
Demographics.
Descriptive statistics on survey respondents: 1)
Climbing backgrounds and behaviors; 2) Involvement in
initiatives of the Salt Lake Climbers Alliance; 3)
Perceptions of communications coming from the Salt
Lake Climbers Alliance; 4) Perceptions on issues facing
climbers; 5) Perceptions on ethics and acceptable
behavior; 6) Attitudes towards fixed hardware and bolt
replacement; and 7) Demographics.
The net present value, or asset value lost from the
construction of SkiLink is $321,246.60 to $1.9 million.

Regulations to eliminate fixed-anchors in the Twin
Peaks and Mt. Olympus Wilderness areas based on
visual impact are justified only for the use of brilliantcolored anchors placed within near-views. Bans are not
justified because of significant visual impact for
camouflaged anchors placed at distant view.
Off-highway vehicle use was associated with lower
species diversity and a greater denuded area near the
trail. Off-highway vehicle use was also associated with
smaller amounts of plant litter cover available for
incorporation into the soil and the greater loss of soil
through gully erosion.
An estimated 4.5 million outdoor recreation trips are
taken to the tri-canyon area of the Central Wasatch.
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Reference
Data type
Title of study or dataset
Cross-sectional or geographically targeted research (cont.)
Lamborn, Burr,
Technical report
2014-2015 Central Wasatch
& Kessler, 2014,
visitor use study: A survey of
2015b, 2015a;
Brighton, Solitude, Snowbird,
Lamborn, Burr,
and Alta ski resort users
Kim, et al.,
2015; Lamborn,
Burr, &
Lofthouse,
2014, 2015

Agency

Year

Purpose

Findings

Save Our
Canyons

2015

Descriptive statistics characterizing visitor use
throughout the region. Findings specific to Big
Cottonwood Canyon, Little Cottonwood Canyon, and
Millcreek Canyon are reported in the 'Task 1.2 - Data
synthesis (2000-2019)' section of this report.

Lamborn et al.,
2017

Peer-reviewed
journal article

User fees displace lowincome outdoor
recreationists

Save Our
Canyons

2017

Collect visitor use data from both dispersed and
developed recreation areas on and around the
Salt Lake Ranger District of the Uinta-WasatchCache National Forest, by conducting visitor
intercept surveys (on-site interviews) at
recreation sites, areas, and trailheads. The study
area included the Tri-Canyons area (Big
Cottonwood, Little Cottonwood, and Millcreek
Canyons), Parley’s Canyon, and Park City—
Wasatch Back (private land and resort access).
Comparing the incomes of individuals visiting
very similar outdoor recreation settings which
differ only in their requirement of a marginal user
fee. The study compared socioeconomic and trip
characteristics of visitors to Millcreek Canyon to
those of visitors to Big and Little Cottonwood
Canyon.

Latham, 2017

Thesis

None

2017

Examine relationships between traffic congestion
and external environmental factors (snowstorm
depth, time since the previous storm, and time of
the winter season).

Wilkinson, 2004

Peer-reviewed
journal article

Evaluating the effects of
snowstorm frequency and
depth on skier behavior in
Big Cottonwood Canyon,
Utah
The new competing uses:
Balancing recreation with
preservation in Utah's
Wasatch Mountains

None

2004

To examine the conflict between lower and
higher impact recreational use occurring in the
Wasatch and outline the sentiments of each
recreational group and their accommodation by
local forest managers.

Zajchowski &
Brownlee, 2018

Peer-reviewed
journal article

None

2018

Zajchowski et
al., 2019

Peer-reviewed
journal article

Combining environmental
values with perceptions of
infrastructure development
─ The Management Options
Matrix
“Can you take me higher?”:
Normative thresholds for air
quality in the Salt Lake City
Metropolitan area

None

2019

Examine the environmental values and
perceptions of backcountry skiers, toward
infrastructure development to test a new
research and management tool, the Management
Options Matrix.
To understand how air quality in the Salt Lake
Valley affects winter outdoor recreation in the
nearby Uinta-Wasatch-Cache National Forest.

Zajchowski et
al., 2021

Peer-reviewed
journal article

None

2021

To examine the influence of temperature and air
quality on trail use on the foothill trails east of
Salt Lake City.1

Zhang & Smith,
2018

Peer-reviewed
journal article

The role of temperature and
air quality in outdoor
recreation behavior: A socialecological systems approach
Weather and air quality drive
the winter use of Utah’s Big
and Little Cottonwood
Canyons

None

2018

To examine the influences of daily weather
conditions and air quality on winter use of Big
and Little Cottonwood Canyons.

User fees play an important role in how low-income
individuals choose outdoor recreation settings. Lowincome outdoor recreationists (< $25,000 in annual
household income) tended to choose non-fee settings
when they are available and if they support similar
activities and opportunities as settings which require a
fee. Low-income outdoor recreationists’ aversion of
settings which require a fee is not a product of their
inability to pay the fee, but rather a product of their
unwillingness to pay the fee. Low-income outdoor
recreationists reported traveling over three times as far
to reach non-fee settings relative to comparable
settings which require a fee.
Day of week and the presence of a storm event are
strong predictors of traffic volume in Big Cottonwood
Canyon.
Although generally undesirable, segregating recreational
use on forestlands may be an effective way to reduce
user conflicts. However, the 2003 Revised Forest Plan
displays a general belief that this extreme choice will be
unnecessary if different users can learn how to coexist
with each other. By utilizing education programs, forest
management hopes the various user groups will become
more aware of the negative impact their activity has on
other users, which in turn will induce them to alter their
use patterns to mitigate those effects.
Relationships between backcountry skiers’
environmental values and development perceptions can
help inform future collaborative planning processes in
the Wasatch.
Degraded metropolitan air quality serves as an impetus
for winter outdoor recreation in the Uinta-WasatchCache National Forest and, at the same time,
disproportionately displaces certain recreationists from
outdoor pursuits.
Temperature was the most significant predictor of the
variance in trail use, while particulate matter and ozone
also served as substantial predictors.
Cooler temperatures and greater amounts of snow in
the canyons, as well as poorer air quality in the city,
have a positive and significant influence on winter
canyon use.
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Reference
Data type
Title of study or dataset
Cross-sectional or geographically targeted research (cont.)
Gatti, 2019
Dissertation
Towards year-round
participation: Three
investigations into the
relationships between
weather and outdoor
recreation

Agency

Year

Purpose

Findings

None

2019

1) Examine how the impact of weather on
nonoccupational physical activity has been
investigated in the past; 2) Develop a conceptual
model a conceptual model of the ways in which
recreationists engage with weather during
outdoor recreation; and 3) Examine qualitative
descriptive exploration of winter recreationists’
perceptions of the seasonal recreation setting in
relation to their experiences.

Recreationists perceive several season-specific
biophysical and social setting attributes that together
reportedly lead to a qualitatively unique experience
during winter.

USDA Forest
Service

2012-2017
(at 5-year
intervals)

Utah Department
of Transportation

Average
Annual
Daily
Traffic Data
(19812019);
Continuous
Count Data
(19902021)

The National Visitor Use Monitoring (NVUM)
program provides reliable information about
recreation visitors to national forest system
managed lands at the national, regional, and
forest level.
Annual Average Daily Traffic reports the total
volume of vehicle traffic of a highway or road for
a year divided by 365 days. It is meant to
represent traffic on a typical day of the year. The
Continuous Count Stations report on the hourly
traffic volumes by lane for each station.

Descriptive statistics of forest-wide visitation as well as
a variety of characteristics of forest visitors
(sociodemographic characteristics, activity choices,
spending behavior, perceptions of crowding, and
satisfaction with forest visits).
Descriptive statistics of annual and hourly traffic
volume data.

The historical development
of Wasatch trails in Salt Lake
County

None

1975

Document the formation and history of trails on
national forest lands within Salt Lake County

Factors in user group conflict
between hikers and
mountain bikers

None

1995

To examine how outgroup evaluation, leisure
activity identification, years of experience, and
frequency of participation affect perceptions of
conflict between mountain bikers and other user
groups.
Document the structure and formation of
watershed protection efforts in the Central
Wasatch

With the exception of emergency relief programs,
particularly the Civilian Conservation Corps, very little
development had occurred at the time the study was
completed (1975) and trail maintenance was deemed
inadequate.
Outgroup bias and years of participation were found to
have statistically significant effects on sensitivity to
conflict.

Long-term and geographically misaligned data
USDA Forest
Periodic (5-year)
Uinta Wasatch Cache
Service, Uintaforest-wide
National Forest National
Wasatch-Cache
monitoring data
Visitor Use Monitoring Data
National Forest,
2017
Utah
Daily traffic
Average Annual Daily Traffic
Department of
volume data for
Data, Continuous Count
Transportation,
SR-190 and SRStation Data
2021
201

Contextual information
Hardy, 1975
Thesis

Ramthun, 1995

Peer-reviewed
journal article

Blanchard et al.,
2015

Peer-reviewed
journal article

The lost narrative:
None
2015
Regulatory instruments and zoning can be used to
Ecosystem service narratives
protect an urban water supply while simultaneously
and the missing Wasatch
serving the recreational and other needs of
watershed conservation
stakeholders in the area.
story
1 This study specifically looked at the Skyline Nature Trail and the Mt. Wire summit trail, which are just north of Emigration Canyon and not within Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little Cottonwood Canyon, or Millcreek Canyon.
We include the study in the review because of its proximity to the Tri-Canyon area.
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Task 1.2 – Data synthesis (2000-2019)
Methods
We cataloged all the data collection and monitoring efforts identified through Task 1.1 and evaluated the
extent to which each data source could be used to help develop ecological, physical, or social indicators
for outdoor recreation settings within the canyons. We have synthesized all the data we were able to
identify and obtain from the year 2000 to 2019. For each data source, we provide an overview of why the
data are (or were) collected, how they were collected, and the insights into how the data can inform the
development of ecological, physical, or social indicators. The utility of each dataset to inform indicator
development is summarized through a rating of either 1 (not useful), 2 (somewhat useful), or 3 (very
useful).
Preliminary Findings
Data Source – USDA Forest Service National Visitor Use Monitoring Program
Study Overview. The National Visitor Use Monitoring program is designed to do two things to
help aid national forest management. First, it is designed to estimate the total amount of outdoor
recreation to an entire national forest (e.g., the Uinta-Wasatch-Cache National Forest). Second, it gathers
information about who the visitors are, why they come to the national forest, how satisfied they are with
the facilities and services provided, and how much they spend on their visit. The methods to collect this
information consist of field-based surveys, on-site visitor counts, and other visitor counting methods (e.g.,
fee slips, reservations, ski resort visitation, fixed trail/road counters, etc.).
Methods. The National Visitor Use Monitoring program’s methods are designed to make
inferences about each national forest in the United States, not subunits within those national forests, like
an individual ranger district. Data collected through the National Visitor Use Monitoring program occurs
on each national forest every five years. We were able to obtain data from the last three rounds (FY2007,
FY2012, FY2017) of the National Visitor Use Monitoring effort for the Uinta-Wasatch-Cache National
Forest. Each of these three datasets contain one year of data. We extracted all data collected from Little
Cottonwood Canyon, Big Cottonwood Canyon, and Millcreek Canyon (Table 1). In FY2007, 26 days of
surveying at 13 sites were completed, yielding a total of 137 responses. In FY2012, the survey effort
yielded 635 surveys from 47 survey days at 22 sites. And in FY2017, survey crews obtained 974 surveys
over 60 survey days at 31 sites. Survey totals by canyon are reported in Table 2 and the exact survey sites
are reported in Appendix A.
Table 2. Description of site sampling within Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little Cottonwood Canyon, and
Millcreek Canyon from the USDA Forest Service’s National Visitor Use Monitoring program (2007 – 2017).
Year (Fiscal)
2017
2017
2017

Canyon
Big Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Millcreek

2012
2012
2012

Big Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Millcreek

2007
2007
2007

Big Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Millcreek

Site Days Sampled
25
11
24
60
22
11
14
47
10
6
10
26

Settings Surveyed
9
7
15
31
7
8
7
22
2
3
8
13

Survey Responses
360
280
334
974
346
112
177
635
65
36
36
137

The National Visitor Use Monitoring program uses a stratified sampling design in which outdoor
recreation settings are sampled proportional to the types of sites (e.g., day use, overnight, wilderness, etc.)
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and estimated daily use levels for each site (i.e., low, medium, high, very high)1, across the entire
National Forest. Because the sampling frame for the National Visitor Use Monitoring program is created
based upon sites across the entire forest, we cannot generate any inference about use levels or perceptions
of use at spatial resolutions smaller than the entire Uinta-Wasatch-Cache National Forest. Appendix B
illustrates the limited number of sites and use levels sampled in Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little
Cottonwood Canyon, or Millcreek Canyon through the National Forest Visitor Use Monitoring program.
While data collected from previous rounds of the National Forest Visitor Use Monitoring program cannot
be used to generate any inference about outdoor recreation use within Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little
Cottonwood Canyon, or Millcreek Canyon specifically, future rounds of the surveying could do so if the
effort included a spatial intensification of sampling locations within the Central Wasatch. Don English,
the Forest Service’s program lead for the National Visitor Use Monitoring effort notes,
The National Visitor Use Monitoring sampling approach is easily adapted to spatial
intensification to develop visit estimates at spatial resolutions finer than the entire
administrative unit. Spatial intensification of sampling has been done in order to obtain
estimates of visitation and visitor characteristics for several National Recreation Areas that
exist within national forests (e.g., Moosalamoo, Spring Mountains), National Monuments
within national forests (e.g., Mount St. Helens Volcanic Monument), Wilderness Study
Areas (Hyalite-Porcupine-Buffalo Mountain), and for several reporting units wanting to
distinguish between spatially separate portions of the administrative unit (e.g., the National
Forests in Florida, Cimarron-Comanche National Grasslands, the National Forests in North
Carolina).
If there were to be a spatial intensification of sampling within the Central Wasatch, the National Visitor
Use Monitoring program could provide very useful social indicators for outdoor recreation settings within
the canyons. The program could provide scientifically defensible information on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The number of outdoor recreation visits occurring in Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little
Cottonwood Canyon, and Millcreek Canyon.
Where visitors from each canyon come from and how origin of visit differs by canyon.
How long visitors stay within each canyon and how length of visit differs by canyon.
The activities visitors participate in within each canyon and how activity participation
differs by canyon.
The amount of money spent by visitors in each canyon and in nearby communities.
Visitors’ satisfaction with the quality of the facilities and services provided in each
canyon.
Visitors’ perceptions on which facilities and services need improvement within each
canyon.

While the National Visitor Use Monitoring program cannot offer any useful data concerning outdoor
recreation use within Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little Cottonwood Canyon, or Millcreek Canyon
specifically, a spatial intensification of sampling in future rounds of the visitor use monitoring effort
could lead to the generation of information that is useful to a variety of stakeholders who use and manage
the Central Wasatch.
1

Each setting is classified into one of five levels of exiting recreation traffic volume (none/closed, low, medium,
high, and very high) for each day of the year; this is done by local Forest Service staff. These daily use level
estimates, in combination with the site type, are used to generate the sampling frame for the National Visitor Use
Monitoring effort.
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Rating. (1) Not Useful (unless a spatially-intensified sampling strategy is implemented in the
future)
Data Source – Central Wasatch Visitor Use Study
Study Overview. The goal of the Central Wasatch Visitor Use Study was to characterize outdoor
recreational use and uses of visitors to the Central Wasatch Mountains (defined as Big Cottonwood
Canyon, Little Cottonwood Canyon, Millcreek Canyon, Parley’s Canyon, and sections of the Wasatch
Back) in an effort to inform the Mountain Accord. This dataset was compiled over a year-long survey
effort in 2014-2015. The Central Wasatch Visitor Use Study gathered many of the same data as the
National Visitor Use Monitoring program, however the survey also added questions that were specific to
the Central Wasatch and the broader goals of the Mountain Accord. The initial planning of this study was
done collaboratively, with detailed input from non-profit organizations, private businesses, federal and
state agencies, local governments, citizens, etc.
Methods. The study followed the Forest Service’s National Visitor Use Monitoring program in
its sampling design, sampling sites by site type and use level. However, the study area was much smaller
(i.e., Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little Cottonwood Canyon, Millcreek Canyon, Parley’s Canyon, and
sections of the Wasatch Back relative to the entirety of the Uinta-Wasatch-Cache National Forest) and our
sampling frequency was much higher. In total, 3,733 surveys were completed by visitors. A total of 1,183
surveys were completed in Big Cottonwood Canyon, another 1,711 were completed in Little Cottonwood
Canyon, and 839 were completed in Millcreek Canyon (Table 3). The full list of sampled locations is
provided in Appendix C.
Table 3. Description of site sampling within Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little Cottonwood
Canyon, and Millcreek Canyon from the Central Wasatch Visitor Use Study (2014 – 2015).
Canyon
Big Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Millcreek
Total

Site Days Sampled
92
104
111
294

Settings Sampled
16
14
10
40

Survey Responses
1,183
1,711
839
3,733

Because the sampling frame for the Central Wasatch Visitor Use Study is very closely aligned with the
tri-canyon region, and because the frequency of sampling was robust (site days sampled = 294), the data
from the Central Wasatch Visitor Use Study can be used to help guide the selection and monitoring of
social indicators for outdoor recreation settings within the canyons. Data on possible social indicators
include:
•
•
•
•

Socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of visitors within each canyon.
Types of outdoor recreation activity happening within each canyon.
Desired outdoor recreation experiences of visitors within in each canyon.
Displacement out of the canyons because of crowding and density of use.

In addition to the data on possible social indicators, the Central Wasatch Visitor Use study also collected
data on other aspects of visitor use management within the canyons that can be used to inform the
management actions of different stakeholder groups. These data include information on the forms of
transportation utilized to access outdoor recreation settings within the canyons and visitors’ awareness of
protected watersheds and designated Wilderness areas.
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Socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of visitors within each canyon. Socioeconomic
and demographic characteristics can provide a useful indicator of equitable access to and use of outdoor
recreation settings. The sociodemographic data from the Central Wasatch Canyons Visitor Use study are
summarized in Table 4. While full results are reported in a series of technical reports (Lamborn, Burr, &
Kessler, 2014, 2015b, 2015a; Lamborn, Burr, Kim, et al., 2015; Lamborn, Burr, & Lofthouse, 2014,
2015), it is important to briefly mention here that there are significant differences in the gender (chi2 (2) =
74.4, p £ 0.001), incomes (chi2 (10) = 35.9, p £ 0.001), and educational attainment (chi2 (10) = 40.3, p £
0.001) of visitors across the three canyons. Knowledge of these differences, if considered important by
the diverse set of stakeholders who manage and use the canyons, can be used to guide established desired
conditions for distinct types of outdoor recreation settings within the canyons. For example,
socioeconomic and demographic indicators can be used to ensure outdoor recreation opportunities within
the canyons are meeting the needs of the broad socioeconomic and demographic profile of the Salt Lake
Valley.
Table 4. Socioeconomic and demographic differences in visitors to Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little Cottonwood Canyon, and
Millcreek Canyon.
Canyon
Socioeconomic or Demographic Characteristic
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Age (mean)
41.7
40.5
42.0
Gender (% female)

41.3

33.5

52.1

Income
Under $25,000 (%)
$25,000 - $49,999 (%)
$50,000 - $74,999 (%)
$75,000 - $99,999 (%)
$100,000 - $149,000 (%)
Over $150,000 (%)

13.8
19.0
15.5
14.3
19.0
18.5

14.4
16.1
14.7
12.2
17.9
24.9

13.3
19.0
19.7
14.4
17.6
16.2

Education
Less than a high school degree (%)
High school degree or GED (%)
Two-year technical or associate degree (%)
Some college (%)
Four-year college degree (BA/BS) (%)
Advanced degree (e.g., Master's, JD, MD (%)

4.1
7.3
7.1
16.4
34.2
30.8

2.8
6.5
6.6
14.7
39.9
29.3

0.4
5.8
7.2
17.7
34.2
34.6

Race/Ethnicity
American Indian / Alaska Native (%)
Asian (%)
Black / African American (%)
Native Hawaiian or another Pacific Island (%)
White (%)

1.3
3.6
0.4
0.7
94.0

1.5
2.6
0.7
0.2
95.0

0.9
2.4
0.4
0.7
95.6

Type of outdoor recreation activity happening within each canyon. Activity profiles for
individual geographic areas can be useful in monitoring changes in visitor preferences over time, and
potentially modifying the supply of outdoor recreation resources to better match future demand. The
activity profiles for Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little Cottonwood Canyon, and Millcreek Canyon are
summarized in Table 5.
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Table 5. Activity profiles for Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little Cottonwood Canyon, and Millcreek Canyon. Percentages represent the proportion of each canyon’s
visitors who indicate that any given activity is their primary outdoor recreational activity.
Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
%
Rank
%
Rank
%
Rank
Downhill Skiing (Resort)
30.5
1
44.4
1
0.0
N/A
Hiking
24.2
2
11.7
3
56.0
1
Snowboarding
12.5
3
13.1
2
0.0
16
Cross-country Skiing
7.9
4
9.5
4
6.9
3
Backcountry Skiing
6.2
5
9.0
5
3.6
7
Walking
5.0
6
2.5
7
9.2
2
Snowshoeing
3.1
7
1.4
8
0.9
11
Rock Climbing
1.2
8
2.8
6
0.2
15
Mountain Biking
0.6
13
1.3
9
4.0
6
Trail Running
1.0
9
0.6
12
4.2
5
Hiking / Exercising with pets
0.0
N/A
0.0
N/A
6.7
4
Road Cycling
0.2
15
0.2
13
3.1
8
Backcountry Snowboarding
0.2
15
0.9
10
0.5
13
Relaxing
0.6
13
0.8
11
0.4
14
Exercising
0.7
10
0.1
14
1.2
9
Sledding
0.7
10
0.1
14
1.0
10
Picnicking
0.7
10
0.1
16
0.9
11
Note. These profiles include sampling at the canyons’ four ski resorts. For profiles of just dispersed recreation (i.e., with the ski resorts excluded), see Appendix
D.

Desired outdoor recreation experiences of visitors within in each canyon. It is important to
understand visitors’ desired outdoor recreation experiences because they provide insight into why people
seek out specific areas and settings. By understanding the experiences sought by visitors to a particular
site or area, resource managers and allied user groups can work to ensure desired experiences are
preserved in the areas where they are most highly valued. This helps ensure that the forest’s outdoor
recreation settings continue to provide a diversity of high-quality experiences for visitors. The desired
outdoor recreation experiences of visitors within each canyon are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6. Desired outdoor recreation experiences for outdoor recreationists visiting Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little Cottonwood Canyon, and Millcreek Canyon.
Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Desired Outdoor Recreation Experience
Mean
Std. Dev.
Rank
Mean
Std. Dev.
Rank
Mean
Std. Dev.
Rank
Observing scenic beauty
4.6
0.7
1
4.5
0.8
1
4.7
0.6
1
Experiencing adventure
4.5
0.8
2
4.5
0.8
2
4.3
1.0
6
Enjoy the sights and smells of nature
4.5
0.8
3
4.4
0.9
3
4.7
0.6
2
Experience peace and tranquility
4.4
1.0
5
4.2
1.0
6
4.6
0.8
4
Experience a challenge
4.0
1.1
9
4.2
1.0
7
4.0
1.2
11
Being with friends enjoying similar activities
4.4
1.0
4
4.4
1.0
4
4.1
1.3
10
Improving my physical health
4.2
1.0
6
4.3
1.0
5
4.6
0.7
3
Getting away from crowds
4.0
1.1
10
3.8
1.2
11
4.2
1.0
8
Developing my skills and abilities
3.9
1.2
11
4.0
1.1
8
3.7
1.3
13
Doing something with my family
3.9
1.4
12
3.7
1.5
13
3.5
1.5
14
Experiencing solitude
3.8
1.3
14
3.5
1.3
14
4.0
1.2
12
Learning more about nature
3.4
1.4
15
3.2
1.4
16
3.5
1.3
15
Letting my mind move at a slower pace
3.8
1.3
13
3.7
1.3
12
4.1
1.1
9
Releasing tension
4.1
1.1
8
4.0
1.1
9
4.3
1.0
7
Being unconfined by rules and regulations
3.4
1.4
16
3.5
1.3
15
3.5
1.4
16
Escaping noise, pollution, or bad air quality
4.1
1.2
7
4.0
1.2
10
4.4
1.0
5
Meeting new people
2.8
1.4
17
2.9
1.4
17
2.6
1.4
17
Response options included 1 = Not important at all, 2 = Somewhat unimportant, 3 = Neither unimportant nor important, 4 = Somewhat important, and 5 = Very
important.

Displacement out of the canyons because of crowding and density of use. Visitors’ perceptions
of crowding and out-group encounters can be used as an indicator of how much of an impact increased
use at a particular area or site might have on individuals’ outdoor recreation experiences. The Central
Wasatch Visitor Use Study utilized two separate survey questions to gain insights into the nature of
visitor interactions and to gauge the amount of displacement that is likely to have already happened
within the canyons.
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Nature of Encounters. The first question asked how many people outside of the respondent’s
group they encountered. Then the question asked if those out-group encounters: 1) positively enhanced
visitors’ experience; 2) negatively affected visitors’ experience, or 3) had no impact on their experience.
The data from this question, summarized by canyon is shown in Table 7 and Figure 2. The data suggest
people predominantly like seeing other people in the Central Wasatch; it makes their experience better.
Across all three canyons, 70-73% of people said the people they encountered while recreating positively
enhanced their outdoor recreational experience.
Table 7. Effect of out-group encounters on outdoor recreation experiences within Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little
Cottonwood Canyon, and Millcreek Canyon.
Canyon
Effect on Outdoor Recreation Experiences
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Positive (%)
71.8
72.9
69.7
Neither positive nor negative (%)
21.4
20.5
21.5
Negative (%)
6.9
6.6
8.9

Figure 2. Effect of out-group encounters on outdoor recreation experiences within Big Cottonwood
Canyon, Little Cottonwood Canyon, and Millcreek Canyon.

In the field of recreation resource management, we tend to think of out-group encounters as ‘bad’ because
they negatively affect one’s ability to find solitude. However, as the data above suggest, out-group
encounters are only negatively affecting outdoor recreation experiences for approximately 7-9% of
visitors to Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little Cottonwood Canyon, and Millcreek Canyon.
By comparing outdoor recreation sites with differing concentrations of visitation, we can discern whether
visitors’ sensitivity to out-group encounters varies across site type. Individuals with stronger preferences
for social outdoor recreation experiences, or higher tolerances for crowding, may be seeking out sites
where the visitation is higher. To illustrate this point, we compared visitors’ tolerances for out-group
encounters at sites inside and outside of the Canyons’ four ski resorts. The number of encounters at sites
within ski-resorts are notably higher, on average, than sites outside of the resorts (Table 8). Given that the
ski resorts are designed to accommodate high levels of use, people are more socially motivated when
visiting them, and people often expect high levels of use, visitors to the Canyons’ ski resorts by and large
tend to see out-group encounters as positively affecting their outdoor recreation experiences when
compared to visitors outside of the ski resorts (Figure 3).
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Table 8. Estimated number of out-group encounters at sites within and outside of ski areas
within Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little Cottonwood Canyon, and Millcreek Canyon.

Big Cottonwood Canyon Non-Ski Sites
Big Cottonwood Canyon Ski Sites
Little Cottonwood Canyon Non-Ski Sites
Little Cottonwood Canyon Ski Sites
Millcreek Canyon

Estimated number of out-group encounters
Mean
Std. Dev.
14.3
18.4
42.6
130.8
11.5
15.9
61.2
166.5
13.9
18.7

Figure 3. Effect of out-group encounters on outdoor recreation experiences at sites within and outside of ski resorts
in Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little Cottonwood Canyon, and Millcreek Canyon.

It is important to make clear that people visit different areas for different reasons; therefore, it is important
that an outdoor recreation area be managed to provide diverse outdoor recreation experiences to
accommodate the motivations and preferences of the public.
We focus on the out-group encounters indicator here because it can be used to inform decisions about
desired social conditions at outdoor recreation settings; it can also be used to establish social capacity
levels for distinct sites or types of sites (Manning, 2011). In the field of recreation resource management,
this is done by first assessing the extent to which visitors believe encountering other recreationists is
acceptable. This can be done by measuring the amount of use at a setting over a set period of time
(typically via trail counters or motion-triggered cameras), having visitors estimate the number of other
outdoor recreationists they encounter, or presenting visitors with digitally manipulated photographs where
the number of other outdoor recreationists at a site is randomly varied. When acceptability levels are
plotted against the number of out-group encounters, the resulting pattern is a norm curve that typically
looks like Figure 4. The range of acceptable number of encounters is the area above the curve; when the
frequency of encounters exceeds this level it is an indication that use has exceeded a level desirable to
most visitors and subsequent management actions are likely necessary to ensure that the quality of current
outdoor recreation opportunities is maintained.
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Figure 4. Norm curves can be used to define the minimally acceptable numbers of out-group
encounters needed to maintain acceptable conditions for visitors (from Manning, 2011).

Displacement. The Central Wasatch Visitor Use Study also solicited information about another
potential indicator of social conditions, displacement. Displacement occurs when:
1) visitors choose to go to a different location or area because they cannot obtain their desired
experiences at their preferred recreation site (spatial substitution);
2) visitors choose to visit their preferred recreation site at a different time of day or year because
they cannot obtain their desired experiences during other time periods (temporal
substitution); and
3) visitors choose to participate in a different outdoor recreation activity all together because
they cannot obtain their desired experiences from their preferred activity (activity
substitution).
The Central Wasatch Visitor Use Study asked respondents if there are any areas in the Central Wasatch
they no longer visit because of negative encounters or experiences. This question then asked respondents
to identify the specific area and describe the reason why they no longer visit. Most respondents (81%)
indicated that they have yet to be displaced out of the Central Wasatch. Only 12% of respondents
indicated that there are places in the area that they no longer visit. Both temporal and spatial substitution
behavior was noted in the comments of respondents who said they have been displaced from their
preferred locations and times. Displacement in time was common to avoid large crowds (e.g., “I avoid
certain places on weekends”), dogs (e.g., “Not a fan of dogs off leash in Millcreek Canyon”), mountain
bikers (e.g., “Millcreek-Big Water Trail on mountain bike days – Mountain bikes kick up dust and aren't
always in control”), and some motorized use (e.g., snowmobiles in the winter). In addition to avoiding
certain times, people also avoid specific places. Respondents mentioned trails (e.g., “Doughnut Falls – too
crowded”), developed areas (e.g., “Any developed ski area. I prefer man-powered recreation”), specific
resorts (e.g., “Snowbird–too crowded”), and canyons (e.g., “Millcreek – too many fast bikes and dogs”).
While displacement in outdoor recreation can be measured, it may not be the best indicator of desired
social conditions as visitors usually employ behavioral and cognitive coping mechanisms to deal with
undesirable conditions. Rationalization and product shift are cognitive coping mechanism that involve the
way people think about their outdoor recreational experience. When the conditions people encounter
while recreating do not match their expectations, they often rationalize the experience which allows them
to maintain a high level of satisfaction. Product shift refers to visitors shifting their expectation to match
what they encounter. For example, if someone arrives at a popular trailhead on Saturday thinking they are
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going to find a remote and secluded experience, they may immediately realize upon arrival that the
product (trailhead offering solitude) is busy and overly crowded. With this information, they change their
expectations to match reality, and by doing so maintain a high level of satisfaction. If these two cognitive
coping mechanisms do not work for the individual, they may become displaced. While displacement can
be used as an indicator of desired social conditions, it is often masked by confounding factors and is
therefore a poor indicator of individuals’ ability to achieve their desired outdoor recreation experiences.
Rating. (2) Somewhat Useful
Data Source – Wasatch Backcountry Alliance and USDA Forest Service Trail Counters
Study Overview. It seems to be a common understanding that there is a lack of site-level visitor
use data in the central Wasatch Mountains. To help address this data shortage, the Wasatch Backcountry
Alliance and the USDA Forest Service have partnered to collect site-level use volume data at a variety of
trailheads.
Methods. The method for collecting these data involves setting up TRAFx counters at specific
trailheads in the Central Wasatch. The trail counters are not used at these trailheads year-round, with
many of the trailheads only being monitored during the winter. Data have been collected at 17 different
locations in Big Cottonwood Canyon, 14 locations in Little Cottonwood Canyon, and seven locations in
Millcreek Canyon (Table 9).
Table 9. Location and number of days data were collected from trail counters monitored by the Wasatch Backcountry Alliance and the USDA Forest Service.
Counter Location

Canyon
2017

BCC Bear Trap
BCC Butler
BCC Cardiff
BCC Days Fork
BCC Mill B South
BCC Mill D
BCC Mineral Fork
BCC Silver Fork
BCC Willow Heights
LCC Gate Buttress
LCC Our Lady
LCC Our Lady East
LCC Summer Road 01
LCC Summer Road 02
LCC White Pine
MCC Porter
MCC Road
USFS BCC Blanche 01
USFS BCC Broads
USFS BCC Butler
USFS BCC Donut
USFS BCC Ferguson 01
USFS BCC Ferguson 02
USFS BCC Ferguson 03
USFS LCC Cecret
USFS LCC Gloria 01
USFS LCC Gloria 02
USFS LCC Red Pine
USFS LCC Red Pine 02
USFS MCC Aire
USFS MCC Crest
USFS MCC Desolation
USFS MCC Grandeur
USFS MCC Meadows
USFS BCC Brighton
USFS LCC lctrail 01
USFS LCC lctrail 02
USFS White Pine

Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon

14
29
29

28

Number of days data were collected by year
2018
2019
2020
24
182
133
154
185
148
153
185
30
185
24
193
148
154
185
30
185
29
157
29
182
101
127
148
156
30
148
156
119
148
156
30
187
30
148
156
30
153
172
30
153
172
109
109
109
109
108
41
41
112
112
73
112
69
110
112
109
109
112

2021
121
121
121
121
121
121
121
121
121
121
121
121
121
117
117
33
31
31
33

8
32
6
14
10
19
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These data provided a raw count of the number of visitors passing by a trail counter. They are not capable
of discerning any information about group characteristics (e.g., the specific recreation activity being
participated in, the size of the group, etc.). Over time, these data will provide insight into the amount of
dispersed use in the Central Wasatch. However, it is too early in this effort to provide meaningful data to
inform indicators used in this project. More specific information about this trail counter data (including
site-by-site visualizations) can be found in Appendix E.
Rating. (1) Not Useful
Data Source – Salt Lake Climbers Alliance
Study Overview. The Salt Lake Climbers Alliance has been involved in multiple data collection
efforts to better understand the Wasatch climbing community and climbers’ perspectives on how the
Alliance fulfills its mission. The most recent effort was an online survey of past and present Salt Lake
Climbers Alliance members administered independently in both 2018 and 2019.
Methods. The survey was conducted online in both 2018 and 2019. The requests for participation
were sent via email to past and present Salt Lake Climbers Alliance members, the survey URL was
published on the organization’s website and social media accounts (Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter),
and survey advertisements were shared with industry and nonprofit partners. In 2018, 703 surveys were
collected and in 2019, 945 surveys were collected. The surveys solicited information on: 1) climbing
backgrounds and behaviors; 2) Membership in the Salt Lake Climbers Alliance; 3) Perceptions of
communications coming from the Salt Lake Climbers Alliance; 4) Volunteer activity with the Salt Lake
Climbers Alliance; 5) Donations to the Salt Lake Climbers Alliance; 6) perceptions of local climbing
organizations' policies and practices; and 7) demographics.
Many of the questions asked in the survey were specific to climbing and the functions of the Salt Lake
Climber Alliance, and they do not apply to visitor use or outdoor recreation management across the
Central Wasatch more broadly. There are however, a couple pieces of information that do help us better
understand individuals who climb in the region. The first is that the most common climbing locations in
the Wasatch are Little and Big Cottonwood Canyons (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Locations around the Wasatch climbed by members of the Salt Lake Climbers Alliance.
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The 2019 survey also found climbers use Little and Big Cottonwood Canyon more frequently relative to
other locations across the Wasatch (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Frequency of climbing activity at locations across the Wasatch.

In both years that the survey was administered, respondents were asked about their motivations for
climbing; being “outside and/or in nature” was the most important factor. Mental/physical health and
spending time with friends and family were also important motivating factors (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Importance of different motivations to climb in the Wasatch.

Lastly, climbers were asked how concerned they were about a variety of aspects related to climbing in the
Wasatch; the environmental impacts of more climbers and more climbers in general were both raising
high levels of concern (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Concerns related to climbing in the Wasatch.

Overall, the data from these two survey efforts are useful in that they provide a better understanding of
the climbers who use the Wasatch. However, they provide little value for informing the selection of
indicators which could be useful to monitor social conditions within the Central Wasatch.
Rating. (1) Not Useful.
Data Source – Utah Department of Transportation Traffic Counts
Data Overview. The Utah Department of Transportation reports traffic volume data for eight
monitoring stations within both Big and Little Cottonwood Canyon. These data include annual average
daily traffic as well as hourly traffic volumes by lane for each station.
Methods. Data are collected via either a loop sensor or radar for five stations within Big
Cottonwood Canyon and three stations within Little Cottonwood Canyon. Annual average daily traffic is
the total volume of vehicle traffic for a year divided by 365 days; it is meant to represent traffic on a
typical day of the year. The annual average daily traffic data for each of the eight stations within Big and
Little Cottonwood Canyon are shown in Figure 9.
These data do provide a good representation of the total volume of vehicular traffic within different parts
of the canyons. However, they are spatially and temporally coarse (only eight stations with data reported
annually) and are not capable of determining just the proportion of canyon users who are participating in
outdoor recreation (i.e., residents, commercial traffic, and resort guests who do not participate in outdoor
recreation are all included in the aggregate traffic counts). Consequently, they are not a good indicator of
visitor use.
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Figure 9. Annual average daily traffic volume for the eight monitoring stations within Big and Little Cottonwood Canyon.

Rating. (1) Not Useful.
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Task 1.3 – Legislation and policy review
Methods
To augment information gathered through Task 1.1 and 1.2, we conducted a comprehensive review of the
federal and state legislation as well as federal and state agency policies that address, or specifically guide,
the management of ecological, physical, and social conditions within the canyons. The purpose of this
review is to identify and document all legal or managerial processes and standards that apply to altering
outdoor recreation use within the canyons. Our review is sufficiently broad to capture decisions that may
alter both the allowable uses of the diverse recreational settings within the canyons and decisions that
may alter the recreational (e.g., trails, trailheads, restrooms, etc.) and transportation infrastructure (i.e.,
roadways, parking lots, gondolas, etc.) within the canyons.
Many entities in and around the Central Wasatch have principles and policies that guide how they manage
land within the area. We have assembled information from the primary documents of key players in this
layered patchwork of land management. We first provide a general description of the role and jurisdiction
of each key player. For each of these key players, we identified the primary document guiding land or
resource management. Based on these documents, we assembled a matrix of topics represented in the
primary legal document relevant to each land management entity (Table 10). This figure provides a quick
reference of the federal and state legislation as well as federal and state agency policies guiding the
management of ecological, physical, and social resources within the canyons. The original documents
should be referred to for full legal interpretation. Finally, we summarize policies (and guiding verbiage
from non-binding documents) by type of resource (ecological, physical, and social). Based on the
documents reviewed, we also inferred potential indicators to measure progress toward goals described by
agencies. These are described at the end of each type of ecological, physical, and social resource.
Preliminary Findings
Disclaimer: The document is meant as a reference to provide an overview of guiding documents
present in the Central Wasatch. Original documents and regulations should be referred to for further
detail and full legal interpretation.
History of Policy in the Region
Management of the Central Wasatch focuses primarily on watershed management given the dependence
on the Salt Lake Valley for water from the canyons. The area was first protected in 1906, when a Forest
Reserve was created for the purpose of protecting the watershed. The Wasatch National Forest was
created in 1907, recognizing the importance of protecting the Wasatch Mountains watershed as a water
source for the Salt Lake Valley. Later, in 1981, the Salt Lake Valley Board of Health adopted Health
Regulation #14 to “regulate the use and occupancy of watersheds within Salt Lake County” (Salt Lake
Valley Health Department, 2006).
Policies regarding land use in the Central Wasatch Mountains have multiple layers and create a
patchwork across the landscape. Within the area covered by Salt Lake County’s Wasatch Canyons
General Plan (2020), approximately 73% of land is federally managed, almost entirely by the USDA
Forest Service, with a small portion being managed by the USDOI Bureau of Land Management. Nonfederally managed lands are almost entirely privately owned (27% of lands in the area), and less than one
percent of land in the area is unincorporated land, falling under the purview of Salt Lake County (Salt
Lake County, 2020).
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Entities with Legal Land Management Authority and Other Important Roles
Federal Land Management Agencies
USDA Forest Service. The USDA Forest Service manages approximately 73% of land in the
Central Wasatch Mountains region, according to the Salt Lake County Wasatch Canyons General Plan
Update (Salt Lake County, 2020). The USDA Forest Services’ 2003 Revised Forest Plan describes
desired future conditions for a wide range of social and ecological, as well as physical, conditions (USDA
Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003). This document was guided by the National Forest
Management Act, implementing regulations, and other documents. The National Forest Management Act
requires forests to develop management direction, expressed through goals, objectives, standards,
guidelines, management prescriptions, desired future conditions, and monitoring and evaluation
requirements. Through the Forest Service Biennial Monitoring report, mandated by the 2012 Planning
Rule, the Forest Service monitors various social and ecological resources to evaluate monitoring
questions and indicators presented in the forest plan; however, this is not a decision document (USDA
Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003). While the Revised Forest Plan provides direction,
it does not contain commitments to implement specific projects. Environmental analysis is conducted for
proposed projects on federal lands, as mandated by the National Environmental Policy Act (USDA Forest
Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003).
State Agencies
Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT). UDOT is the state authority on transportation for
Utah. UDOT has authority to make decisions regarding the operation, maintenance, and improvements to
I-80 and state highways in Big and Little Cottonwood Canyons. In this document we refer to the UDOT
Department Policies and Procedures, which defines the broad guidelines by which the UDOT’s
administrative groups develop their internal policies (Utah Department of Transportation, 2021b).
Utah Transit Authority (UTA). The Utah Transit Authority (UTA) provides winter transit
services in its service area. This includes bus service in Big and Little Cottonwood Canyons to service the
ski resorts as well as a route to Park City through Parleys Canyon. According to Salt Lake County (2020),
UTA partners with the Forest Service, Salt Lake County, and cities adjacent to the canyons to develop
and operate transit support facilities, such as Park and Ride lots and bus stops in the Canyons. In this
document we refer to the UTA 2040 Strategic Plan (Utah Transit Authority, 2018).
County Governments
Salt Lake County. Salt Lake County plays an important role in managing the Central Wasatch
Mountains as a whole. The Salt Lake County Wasatch Canyons General Plan provides a background on
management in the area, including an overview of key players responsible for managing land in the area
and guiding documents. The Plan developed a “community-engaged vision” for management of the
Central Wasatch Mountains, leading it to focus on five themes of: (1) land use; (2) environment; (3)
transportation; (4) recreation; and (5) economy (Salt Lake County, 2020). Within each canyon, the Plan
describes existing conditions, goals, strategies, and actions according to these five themes. The document
indicates that “if the County receives any formal proposal that requires a planning-related decision but is
not specifically mentioned in this General Plan, it is generally understood that the applicable County
authority should consider the vision statements, goals and strategies set forth in this General Plan in a
holistic manner in connection with any formal recommendation or final action regarding such matter”
(Salt Lake County, 2020, p. 1). In addition to the canyon-specific descriptions of existing conditions,
goals, strategies, and actions, the County also designated two additional management zones, the Foothills
and Canyons Overlay Zone and the Mountains Resorts Zone. The County also utilizes the Greater Salt
Lake Municipal Services District as a service provider.
Foothills and Canyons Overlay Zone. This overlay zone was generated from unincorporated areas
of Salt Lake County in the Wasatch Canyons in 1997. Salt Lake County indicates this zone is “generally
intended to preserve the natural character of the Wasatch Canyons by establishing standards for foothill
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and canyon development. The Foothills and Canyons Overlay Zone standards allow development to be
evaluated on a site-by-site basis, while ensuring that development will be compatible with the natural
landscape. The Foothills and Canyons Overlay Zone standards prohibits the development of structures on
slopes greater than 30% grade but allows for exceptions for already recorded lots (Salt Lake County,
2020).
Mountain Resorts Zone. The County established the Mountain Resort Zone in 2017 as a “new
zoning district to govern land use for the specific issues raised by the unique, year-round nature and
functions of mountain resorts” (Salt Lake County, 2020, p. 12). Two districts within this zone have
different requirements. The Recreation District makes up the mountain slope part of resorts, while the
Village Districts contain base areas of the resorts.
The Greater Salt Lake Municipal Services District. The Greater Salt Lake Municipal Services
District is a service provider for Unincorporated Salt Lake County and Town of Brighton, among other
local jurisdictions. The Municipal Services District evaluates and meets the needs of the communities it
serves. The Municipal Services District oversees all contracts with agencies to provide services (Greater
Salt Lake Municipal Services District, 2021).
Note: Utah County and Summit County also have water coming from the Central Wasatch watershed.
We have excluded them from this analysis as their roles are minor compared with Salt Lake County.
Cities and Towns
Salt Lake City. Salt Lake City has extraterritorial jurisdiction over protected watershed areas in
the Wasatch Canyons to protect drinking water resources. Sharing joint authority with the Salt Lake
County Health Department (see below), the City adopted the 1999 Salt Lake City Watershed
Management Plan. In this document we review Chapter 17 of the Salt Lake City Code, which contains
regulations addressing subdivisions, construction projects, waste disposal, livestock and other animals,
water use and sanitary facilities, and water pollution (Salt Lake City, 2020).
Salt Lake County Health Department. The Salt Lake County Health Department, previously the
Salt Lake Valley Health Department, shares joint authority with Salt Lake City. In this document, we
include the Salt Lake Valley Health Department Health Regulation #14: Watershed Regulation. This
document regulates “the use and occupancy of watersheds within Salt Lake County in a manner that will
protect and promote the public health, safety, and welfare; prevent damage to property; prevent the spread
of disease; prevent the creation of nuisances; prevent air and water pollution; and promote conditions that
contribute to the preservation and protection of drinking water quality” (Salt Lake Valley Health
Department, 2006, p. 2).
Town of Brighton. The Town of Brighton was incorporated in 2019 and covers the upper half of
Big Cottonwood Canyon. According to Salt Lake County, “the Town of Brighton’s input in planning,
inter-agency collaboration, and management of the Canyons is critical to the success of Big Cottonwood
Canyon” (Salt Lake County, 2020). In this document we refer to the Town of Brighton Municipal Code
(Town of Brighton, 2020).
Town of Alta. The Town of Alta was incorporated in 1970 and covers the upper portion of Little
Cottonwood Canyon. The headwaters of Little Cottonwood Creek are located in Alta’s Albion Basin.
Historically a silver mining settlement, Alta is now known for its skiing opportunities. Alta has its own
General Plan and land use authority. In this document we refer to the Town of Alta General Plan (Town
of Alta, 2005).
Note: Other towns that depend on water from the Central Wasatch watershed include Sandy City,
Millcreek City, Park City, and Cottonwood Heights. We have omitted these from further analysis as
they play smaller roles in land management, being they are outside the direct land management area.
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Other Organizations
Central Wasatch Commission. The Central Wasatch Commission is an interlocal governmental
entity with representative jurisdictions including: the Town of Alta; Cottonwood Heights; Millcreek City;
Park City; Salt Lake City; Salt Lake County; Sandy City; Summit County; and the Utah Department of
Transportation. Its mission is to implement Mountain Accord, an agreement signed in 2015 that proposed
plans to address transportation, economy, recreation, and environment in the Central Wasatch Mountains.
Building on the work of Mountain Accord, the Commission seeks to engage the public, build consensus,
and coordinate the actions in the Central Wasatch Mountains (Mountain Accord, 2016).
Legal and Managerial Authority of Different Entities
We reviewed the most relevant policy document for each of the entities described above to understand
topics that are covered both legally and through guiding principles. We considered ecological, physical,
and social resources in the canyons, and categorized topics within these three areas. Table 10 summarizes
the occurrence of language on each of these topics. We have summarized the information provided in
each area by topic. For further detail on any one area, we refer the reader to the relevant policy or
document.
Social Resources. Social resources discussed in policy and guiding documents most relevant to
this review include outdoor recreational experiences, scenery management, heritage resources, and public
health. This section provides a brief overview of how social resources are regulated or envisioned by key
stakeholders within the Central Wasatch.
Outdoor recreational experiences, opportunities, and infrastructure. Outdoor recreational
experiences are covered in most detail by the USDA Forest Service, which is mandated to “provide
quality recreation opportunities” and has the authority to regulate occupancy and use of National Forest
System lands under the Organic Act of 1897. The 2003 Revised Forest Plan for the Wasatch-Cache
National Forest indicates that the area “provides a wide array of recreational opportunities designed to
serve a large and growing urban population while maintaining stable watersheds, water quality, and
ecological integrity of the land, its physical resources, and its biological communities” (p. 4-161). As of
2019, the National Forest is not considering implementing a visitor capacity for the canyons (according to
a memo from thhe Uinta-Wasatch-Cache National Forest's Special Projects Coordinator/UDOT Liason;
Kovel, 2019).
Other entities have restrictions on what types of outdoor recreation can occur within the canyons, and
where outdoor recreation can occur. The Salt Lake Valley Health Department restricts swimming in water
sources, and restricts locations where motor vehicles can be operated (only on highways or roadways
open for public use, or on private property on trails created before 2007, or public property if the operator
has written permission), where overnight camping can occur (only in areas posted as campgrounds for
overnight camping, or backpacking at sites further than 200 feet from a water source and from trails, and
further than 0.5 mile from a road), and where human excreta can be deposited (only in a toilet of other
approved device) (Salt Lake Valley Health Department, 2006). The Utah Transit Authority indicates their
objective to provide transit to outdoor recreation opportunities (Utah Transit Authority, 2018).
Salt Lake County’s Wasatch Canyons General Plan (2020) acknowledges that County residents are the
primary outdoor recreation group in the Canyons, and lists recreation as one of four main attributes upon
which the importance of the Wasatch Mountains and its canyons is centered. Recreation is one of five
planning themes throughout the Plan, and the provision of a “diverse range of recreational activities” was
an important theme that emerged from a project that engaged the community to build a vision for the
canyons (Salt Lake County, 2020, p. 28). The vision for recreation in the canyons is to “continue to
support high-quality recreation opportunities for a diverse public and sustainable facility maintenance”
(Salt Lake County, 2020, p. 32). Furthermore, the Mountain Resort Zone Ordinance includes a recreation
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district, in which specified uses are permitted such as trail development, ski and mountain resort
improvements, and mountain resort development (Salt Lake County Code of Ordinances, 2021).
Salt Lake City restricts the types and locations of outdoor recreation within the canyons for the purposes
of watershed management, particularly regarding camping and campfires (Salt Lake City, 2020). The
Townships of Brighton and Alta have some information regarding recreation or related infrastructure. The
Town of Brighton’s Municipal Code contains policies pertaining to skiing and ski resorts, and regarding
the zoning of recreation areas (Town of Brighton, 2020). In their General Plan, the Town of Alta
emphasizes recreation in their vision statement and includes information regarding recreational
infrastructure. Regulations most specific to recreation in Alta include regulations on: 1) ski area
expansion; 2) backcountry winter recreation; 3) skiing and transportation connections; 4) camping; 5)
picnicking; 6) hiking; 7) mountain biking; and 8) off-road vehicle use. The Town also indicates that it
“will continue cooperation and coordination with the USDA Forest Service, the Alta Ski Lifts Company,
and other appropriate entities to assure the maintenance, enhancement, and improvement of all
recreational activities, both summer and winter” (Town of Alta, 2005, p. 21).
Although specific indicators of recreational experiences, opportunities, and infrastructure are not a focus
of these documents, some indicators are alluded to or can be inferred from the texts. For example, the
2003 Revised Forest Plan refers to a reduction in trail mileage and restoration of trails (both user-created
and official trails) to natural conditions. This could be monitored using an indicator of trail proliferation
in the region, especially near lakes. Visitor use levels for various recreational activities, the number of
encounters with other visitors in Wilderness areas, and visitors’ perception of crowding are indicators that
would address other aspects of the visitor experience and opportunities in the canyons, mentioned in the
2003 Revised Forest Plan (USDA Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003), as well as goals
to improve the visitor experience described in the Wasatch Canyons General Plan (Salt Lake County,
2020). Efficacy of restrictions placed on recreational activities or infrastructure could be measured as the
number of violations of those restrictions (e.g., Salt Lake City, Town of Brighton, Town of Alta).
Scenery Management. The USDA Forest Service has the most detailed information regarding
scenery management within the Canyons. The 2003 Revised Forest Plan for the Wasatch-Cache National
Forest describes desired future conditions in which,
the scenery of the area will continue to be a valuable and pleasurable natural backdrop
for the urban area. Views up and within the canyons of natural and developed areas will
be carefully managed to sustain scenic resources. Views from the Scenic Byways in
Emigration, Big Cottonwood and Little Cottonwood Canyons will be managed for their
recognized values. Guidelines for scenery management will be applied to project
undertakings. The following landscape character themes will be found in the management
area as mapped: Natural Evolving, Natural Appearing, Developed Natural Appearing, and
Resort Natural Setting. (USDA Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003, pp.
4–163)
Other entities that have policies or guidance regarding scenery management include the Utah Department
of Transportation, Salt Lake County, and the Town of Alta. The Utah Department of Transportation has a
policy on project aesthetics and landscaping plan development and review (Utah Department of
Transportation, 2021b). The Salt Lake County Mountain Resort Zone Ordinance includes language
regarding preserving area views (Salt Lake County Code of Ordinances, 2021), and the Foothills and
Canyons Overlay Zone Ordinance indicates that tree and vegetation should be protected to preserve visual
and aesthetic qualities of the county's foothills and canyons and encourage site design techniques that
preserve the natural environment and enhance the developed environment) (Salt Lake County Code of
Ordinances, 2021a). The Town of Alta recognizes scenic quality as one of the town’s most valuable assets
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and indicates that the town should develop a plan and ordinance to protect the scenic quality of Alta,
specifically regarding signage (Town of Alta, 2005). A potential indicator inferred from documents
regarding scenery management include viewshed quality, according to agencies’ requirements.
Heritage Resources. The USDA Forest Service also has the most detailed information regarding
heritage resources within the Canyons. The 2003 Revised Forest Plan for the Wasatch-Cache National
Forest describes desired future conditions in which,
inventory efforts will continue to document the American Indian sites as well as the early
European settlement of the area. Research and interpretive efforts will focus on developing
the mining and early ski industry history of the tri-canyon area. Active partnerships with
ski resorts will foster better interpretations and value for the early history of the canyons.
Through partnerships with organizations such as Wilderness Watch, fragile and sensitive
rock art sites will be protected and preserved. Historic Forest Service administrative sites,
including campgrounds, amphitheaters, and guard stations, will continue to be repaired
and preserved for future use. (USDA Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest,
2003, pp. 4–163)
Three other entities mention heritage resources or acknowledge of Native American lands. The Utah
Department of Transportation requires consultation and communication with Native American Tribes
regarding decisions that may affect them (Utah Department of Transportation, 2021b). The Salt Lake
County Mountain Resort Zone District considers preservation of features with historic and cultural
importance in the approval of a development plan (Salt Lake County Code of Ordinances, 2021).
Additionally, Salt Lake County indicates that “the County will support the consideration of and
collaboration on unique Canyon theming, similar to national parks, that promotes a sense of place,
stewardship, and heritage (signage, architecture, wayfinding, entry features, benches, etc.)” (Salt Lake
County, 2020, p. 42). Heritage resource management might be measured through the proporton of all
cultural heritage resources officially protected within an area.
Public Health. Public health is an important social concern of many agencies that have
management authority within the canyons. Providing safe and clean drinking water to the growing
population of the Salt Lake Valley is central to the legislation guiding the protection of the Central
Wasatch Mountains. The Salt Lake Valley Health Department states that the purpose of its Watershed
Regulation is to “regulate the use and occupancy of watersheds within Salt Lake County in a manner that
will protect and promote the public health, safety, and welfare” (Salt Lake Valley Health Department,
2006, p. 2). Public health and quality of life are also in the mission of the Utah Transit Authority (2018).
Salt Lake County’s guiding Wasatch Canyons General Plan (2020) emphasizes public health and
economic benefits as important elements in protecting the area. The County also developed a communitybuilt vision through community-based information gathering events, which included social aspects such
as public health, economic benefits, and outdoor recreation opportunities. Public health and safety are
also a concern to the U.S. Forest Service, which considers these elements in the development and
maintenance of roads and trails (USDA Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003).
Much of the public health concern within the canyons is related to the provision of clean water, which
may be best measured through water quality metrics to be discussed in the next section. The number of
injuries or other unsafe incidents reported within the canyons could serve as an indicator of safety, to
address concerns of the Forest Service (USDA Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003) and
Salt Lake Valley Health Department (2006). Economic revenue produced within the canyons could be
quantified to address Salt Lake County’s emphasis on delivering economic benefits (Salt Lake County,
2020).
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Ecological Resources. Ecological resources relevant to this review include forest resources,
water resources, wildlife resources, fire management, and avalanche management. This section provides a
brief overview of how ecological resources are regulated or envisioned by key players within the Central
Wasatch.
Forest Resources. Forest resources are managed almost exclusively by the USDA Forest Service
within the region. The 2003 Revised Forest Plan describes desired future conditions for the watershed;
vegetation and disturbance processes; and botanical threatened, endangered, and sensitive species
protection and recovery (USDA Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003). Visioning for
forest resources is extensively covered in the 2003 Revised Forest Plan document.
Salt Lake County also has policies regarding forest resource management (Salt Lake County, 2020). The
Mountain and Resort Zone Ordinance requires developers to reduce adverse impacts on existing trees and
vegetation, protect stream corridors, wetlands, rock outcrops and other sensitive environmental features in
vicinity of proposed improvements (Salt Lake County Code of Ordinances, 2021). New or expanded ski
runs that include the removal of significant trees require an accompanying forestry study by a certified
forester that includes mitigation measures to protect the overall health of the forest. Preservation of
mature vegetation is also listed as a factor for the approval of a development plan. The Foothills and
Canyons Overlay Zone Ordinance also has requirements for tree and vegetation protection (Salt Lake
County Code of Ordinances, 2021a). Additionally, the Town of Alta indicates the town should preserve
vegetation, requiring a separate site plan approval for all development within the town, and recommends
revegetation of existing scarred areas (Town of Alta, 2005).
The 2003 Revised Forest Plan contains the richest references to potential indicators of forest resource
quality, though no specific indicators are described. Indicators may include native plant species diversity
or richness, presence of invasive species and noxious weeds, and presence of rare plant habitats (USDA
Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003). Presence of recreation- or other human-induced
physical impacts to trees, vegetation, riparian areas, wetlands, rock outcrops, and sensitive environmental
features can indicate damage to forest resources of concern in the MRZ (Salt Lake County Code of
Ordinances, 2021b) and FCOZ (Salt Lake County Code of Ordinances, 2021a). The number of scarred
areas in need of revegetation could serve as an indicator of the implementation of the Town of Alta’s
general plan (2005).
Water Resources. Protecting water resources is the underlying premise of resource management
in the Central Wasatch. The Salt Lake Valley Health Department regulates the use and occupancy of
watersheds within Salt Lake County to,
protect and promote the public health, safety, and welfare; prevent damage to property;
prevent the spread of disease; prevent the creation of nuisances; prevent air and water
pollution; and promote conditions that contribute to the preservation and protection of
drinking water quality (Salt Lake Valley Health Department, 2006, p. 2).
The Salt Lake Valley Health Department’s regulations ensure protection of water resources in the area
and are legally binding. Prohibited acts include, but are not limited to: entering water bodies, polluting
water bodies, depositing human excreta other than into an approved disposal system, and allowing dogs
or other domestic animals to enter the watershed area (except with permission) (Salt Lake Valley Health
Department, 2006).
Salt Lake County’s Wasatch Canyons General Plan (2020) provides guidance for water quality
management in the canyons. In Mountain Resort Zones, water supply and quality require certification
from Salt Lake City, approval from the Department of Health, and must meet applicable state regulations
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and standards (Salt Lake County Code of Ordinances, 2021). Protection of stream corridors, grading and
drainage plans, and stormwater management are further measures intended to minimize impacts on water
resources in the Mountain Resort Zone. The Foothills and Canyons Zone Ordinance has requirements and
standards intended to promote, preserve, and enhance hydrologic and other functions of stream corridors,
riparian areas, and wetlands (Salt Lake County Code of Ordinances, 2021a). These include prohibiting
development that disturbs, removes, fills, dredges, clears, destroys, or alters stream corridors or wetlands.
Specific setbacks from perennial stream corridors, wetlands, and ephemeral streams are required for
buildings, accessory structures, parking lots, on-site wastewater disposal systems, and leach fields.
Cities and townships in the area generally include regulations regarding water resources. Chapter 17.04 of
Salt Lake City’s municipal code covers restrictions on activities in watershed areas. This document
includes detailed regulations regarding water use and sanitary facilities (Article IV), water pollution and
other unlawful activities (Article V), and water appropriations (Article VII). The city is not to sell surplus
water in its watershed canyon except for the purposes of snowmaking, fire protection and water from
possible canyon springs (Salt Lake City, 2020). Sandy City’s Watershed Management Plan (2002)
provides background on the watershed uses and characteristics, as well as recommendations for
partnerships, education, water quality monitoring, development, and outdoor recreation.
The USDA Forest Service was directed by congress to “administer designated watersheds in cooperation
with Salt Lake City for the purpose of storing, conserving and protecting water from pollution” (USDA
Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003, pp. 4–153). The Revised Forest Plan states in the
desired future conditions, “watershed maintenance, protection and enhancement will be a primary
consideration in all management decisions” (USDA Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest,
2003). The plan indicates that in the desired future, various recreational uses and developments will be
designed to prevent or fully mitigate impacts, resulting in properly functioning watersheds (USDA Forest
Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003). To respond to increasing recreation demands in the area,
decisions are to give first consideration to desired water quality. Measures include provision and
maintenance of access points (e.g., major trailheads) and sanitation facilities (e.g., restrooms) that prevent
deterioration of watershed conditions, in cooperation with partners such as Salt Lake City. Restrictions on
in-water activities will be communicated with users to achieve an excellent level of compliance; this will
be done in cooperation and partnerships with other agencies (USDA Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache
National Forest, 2003).
The towns of Brighton and Alta also regulate water quality and watershed protection through their town
codes. Brighton’s water quality requires certification from Salt Lake City, approval from the Department
of Health, and must meet applicable state regulations and standards (Town of Brighton, 2020). The Town
of Alta,
supports and enforces the policies, regulations and plans of Salt Lake City, the Salt Lake
Valley Health Department, the State Health Department, the U.S. Forest Service, and other
agencies as they apply to water quality and the protection of the watershed (Town of Alta,
2005, p. 5).
The 2003 Revised Forest Management Plan alludes to measuring water quality, but does not include
specific indicators (USDA Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003), of which there are
many (Forrester et al., 2017). Many of these indicators can address the concerns of multiple agencies that
hold water quality requirements (e.g. Salt Lake County, Salt Lake City). Salt Lake County’s Wasatch
Canyons General Plan also infers as an indicator an inventory of aging septic tanks that could harm water
quality (2020). Other potential indicators include the number of violations of regulations such as setbacks
of built infrastructure from water bodies (Salt Lake County Code of Ordinances, 2021a).
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Wildlife Resources. The 2003 Revised Forest Plan describes desired future conditions for wildlife
habitat; terrestrial, threatened, endangered, and sensitive species protection and recovery; aquatic
conditions for fish, amphibian, and invertebrate habitat; and aquatic threatened, endangered and sensitive
species protection and recovery (USDA Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003).
Regarding terrestrial wildlife, the Plan describes a future in which the Lynx Conservation Strategy is
implemented, and in which golden eagle monitoring and management is continued in conformance with
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service raptor management guidelines. Regarding aquatic animals, the Plan calls
for the management of fish habitat to preserve water temperature and clear water, and amphibian and
invertebrate habitat through protection of marshy edges of ponds, lakes, and springs and conservation of
riparian habitat. Furthermore, the conservation of Bonneville cutthroat trout population in Deaf Smith
Canyon will be given management priority.
Other entities include information regarding wildlife resources as well. The Salt Lake County Wasatch
Canyons General Plan states the County’s goal to “Ensure that future improvements in and usage of the
Wasatch canyons are managed to protect wildlife, fisheries, and habitat and to reduce human-wildlife
conflicts” (Salt Lake County, 2020, p. 46). The plan mentions wildlife corridors, wildlife protection
measures (e.g., fencing, changes in trails and wildlife crossings), science-based decision making, and
sensitive aquatic population identification. The Mountain Resort Zone Ordinance also briefly mentions
the protection of wildlife habitat (Salt Lake County Code of Ordinances, 2021). The Foothills and
Canyons Overlay Zone Ordinance indicates that wildlife habitat will be protected through development
limitations in areas of critical habitat, to: (1) facilitate wildlife movement across areas dominated by
human activities; and (2) mimic features of the local natural landscape. In the Foothills and Canyons
Overlay Zone, trees and vegetation are protected in part to protect wildlife habitat and migration
corridors, as are stream corridors and wetlands (Salt Lake County Code of Ordinances, 2021a). Salt Lake
City indicates that pesticides must be used in a way that prevents contamination of wildlife, among other
resources (Salt Lake City, 2020). The Town of Alta “vigorously supports all measures to protect and
enhance the habitat of all wildlife” and prohibits hunting except for archery, in a designated area (Town
of Alta, 2005, p. 12).
Indicators to measure the protection of wildlife resources are inferred in the 2003 Revised Forest Plan
(USDA Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003) as the presence of habitat specifically for
lynx, golden eagle, fish (with some species of concern mentioned), amphibians, and invertebrates. Habitat
for each species is different and imply a different set of indicators. For example, a measure of habitat
fragmentation may be an appropriate indicator for species that prefer large undisturbed habitat, while
water temperature may be an appropriate indicator for certain fish species. References to wildlife
corridors, wildlife crossings, fencing as measures to protect wildlife habitat (Salt Lake County, 2020)
imply potential indicators such as the number and efficacy (e.g., amount of use by wildlife) of such
structures present in the landscape.
Fire Management. The 2003 Revised Forest Plan addresses the role of fire regarding desired
future conditions for vegetation and disturbance processes (USDA Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache
National Forest, 2003). This description mentions the “limited use of prescribed fire” to prioritize safety
of people and protection of property in the heavily populated urban-wildland interface adjacent to the
National Forest.
In the Wasatch Canyons General Plan update, Salt Lake County addresses wildfire hazards extensively,
including a wildfire risk map for the area (Salt Lake County, 2020). However, the Mountain Resort Zone
and Foothills and Canyons Overlay Zone Ordinances do not directly address fire management (Salt Lake
County Code of Ordinances, 2021a, 2021b). Both Brighton and Alta include some fire prevention
measures in their town codes. Brighton has a fire restrictions code which indicates that fires and smoking
are not allowed except in designated areas, and there is a restriction on fireworks (Town of Brighton,
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2020). Alta also includes fire prevention measures for buildings in the “Public Safety” portion of the town
code (Town of Alta, 2005). Salt Lake City restricts where campfires can be made in the canyons, and lists
fire protection as one of the few exceptions through which the city is allowed to sell surplus water (Salt
Lake City, 2020).
Indicators are not explicitly identified in these documents, but some can be inferred. For example, the
acres burned through prescribed fire or the acres vulnerable to ignition within the urban-wildland
interface could serve as a metric to address safety concerns described by the USFS (USDA Forest
Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003). This might be informed by the wildfire risk map (Salt
Lake County, 2020). Further indicators might include the number of violations of fire restrictions put into
place.
Avalanche Management. The 2003 Revised Forest Plan addresses backcountry avalanche
forecasting to contribute toward balancing diversity of outdoor recreation opportunities (USDA Forest
Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003). Forecasting is provided through cooperation between
Forest Service, state and local government agencies, as well as private parties. Avalanche control
activities for canyon highways is a cooperative venture between the Forest Service, state and local
government agencies. Desired future conditions include reviewing and considering new technologies for
avalanche control.
Physical Resources. Physical resources relevant to this review include roads and parking areas,
trails and bike paths, and residential developments. This section provides a brief overview of how these
physical resources are regulated or envisioned by main players within the Central Wasatch Mountains.
Roads and parking. The Utah Department of Transportation operates and maintains state
highways in Big and Little Cottonwood Canyons and US Interstate 80 (I-80) through Parleys Canyon.
The Utah Department of Transportation has authority to make decisions regarding the operation,
maintenance, and improvements to I-80 and state routes (Salt Lake County, 2020). The Utah Department
of Transportation has authority to regulate parking along state highways, including curb and angle
parking. The Utah Transportation Authority provides winter transit services in its service area, including
bus service in Big and Little Cottonwood Canyons to service the ski resorts and a route to Park City
through Parleys Canyon (Utah Transit Authority, 2018). Although parking areas are generally part of the
larger public transit system, the strategic plan does not specifically address parking. While the Utah
Department of Transportation has authority on road operation and maintenance, the state transit
authority’s strategic plan is an important consideration in the overall road and public transit system.
Salt Lake County provides management and maintenance of the roadway in Millcreek Canyon (Salt Lake
County, 2020). The Salt Lake County General Plan recognizes parking as being highly limited in the
canyons, especially on days with favorable conditions for recreation. Visions compiled through the
County’s community engagement project include continued management of parking that (1) does not
degrade watershed health, water quality, or scenery; (2) makes canyons accessible; (3) assists with public
transit and carpooling; (4) promotes safety, as well as other elements. The County supports the
development of a canyon public transit plan. The General Plan has numerous references to policies that
the County supports.
Within the Salt Lake County’s Mountain Resort Zone Ordinance, road access and circulation are
considered in the approval of a development plan (Salt Lake County Code of Ordinances, 2021).
Mountain Resort Zone recreation and village districts permit parking areas with limited spaces (four or
fewer spaces in the recreation district, ten or fewer in the village district), and may permit larger parking
areas on a conditional basis, but does not support development that requires extensive new support
facilities such as parking lots. Transit facilities and parking are also considerations in the approval of a
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new development plan. The Foothills and Canyons Overlay Zone requires traffic and parking impact
studies as part of the site plan application for: (1) residential development that creates a projected increase
in traffic volumes greater than or equal to 10% of current road and street capacity; (2) non-residential
developments that create a projected increase in traffic volumes greater or equal to 50 trip-ends per peak
hour; and (3) all development that affects a roadway identified by the County Transportation Engineering
Manager as having an unacceptable level of service (Salt Lake County Code of Ordinances, 2021a).
Developments must comply with current Salt Lake County transportation and impact mitigation policies
and recommendations. The Foothills and Canyons Overlay Zone Ordinance lists mandatory and advisor
design standards to establish “limits of disturbance” for new construction and development.
The Town of Alta’s general plan (2005) indicates that it essential that SR-210 remain open and accessible
at all times. Alta also recognizes that current levels of parking in Alta deem it irrational to engage in large
scale improvements to increase the capacity of SR-210, and that future decisions regarding parking and
road issues must give careful attention to Snowbird. The Town suggests reviewing the balance of parking
for various day and overnight users, employees, guests, and residents, and supports studies to determine
the feasibility of parking structure construction. The Town of Brighton’s municipal code contains
regulations on off-street parking, including the number of spaces, preservation of views, vegetation,
reduced disturbance to steep slopes, wetlands, streams, and other sensitive environmental areas (Town of
Brighton, 2020). Brighton also requires on-site parking for certain dwellings are available and maintained
throughout the year.
The USDA Forest Service prioritizes protection of watershed conditions in management of roads (USDA
Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003). Desired future conditions for roads include mass
transit during the winter to reduce crowding and increase safety for users of the canyons, and
collaboration with other parties to explore options for reducing the use of private vehicles within the
canyons. In Big and Little Cottonwood Canyons as well as Millcreek Canyon, parking capacities of
parking lots will not exceed levels recorded in 2000, unless modification is needed for watershed
protection or to facilitate mass transit.
Potential indicators of road and public transit use in the canyons could include number of private vehicles
entering canyons per day (USDA Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003), traffic volume
on specific road sections (Salt Lake County Code of Ordinances, 2021a), and ridership of public transit
(Utah Transit Authority, 2018). A simple indicator of parking inferred by some documents is the number
of parking spaces (e.g., Town of Alta, 2005; Town of Brighton, 2020; USDA Forest Service, WasatchCache National Forest, 2003). Parking availability can also be measured through indicators such as
parking space turnover rate, wait time for a parking space, number of parking spaces occupied per hour,
or number of cars parked in unofficial parking spaces.
Trails and Bike Paths. Regarding bicycle paths and trails that run along state-maintained roads,
the Utah Department of Transportation requires there to be a responsible party identified for maintenance
(Utah Department of Transportation, 2021b). In their strategic plan, the Utah Transit Authority mentions
bike sharing, and describes future plans including a regional trail network connected to employment
centers and a connected urban trail network (Utah Transit Authority, 2018).
Salt Lake County’s Wasatch Canyons General Plan includes policies for bicycle lanes, off-highway
pathways, and maintenance stations, as well as trails. One goal for several canyons promotes bicycling
and walking through enhancing the safety and accessibility of trailheads, parking lots, bicycle lanes, and
other public facilities (Salt Lake County, 2020). Salt Lake County’s Mountain Resort Zone Ordinance
permits trail and trailhead improvements, mountain bike trails, and recreational outdoor and trail lighting
in the recreation district, and describes requirements for construction of new trails in recreation zones.
Pedestrian, bicycle, and transit facilities are also listed as considerations in the approval of a new
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development plan (Salt Lake County Code of Ordinances, 2021). The Foothills and Canyons Overlay
Zone Ordinance requires that proposed development of new trails within the zone are consistent with
County general plans regarding trails. Further information regarding requirements for trails and trail
construction are described in the Mountain Resort Zone Ordinance.
The USDA Forest Service maintains recreational infrastructure on National Forest lands within the
canyons, sometimes in cooperation with partners such as Salt Lake City (USDA Forest Service, WasatchCache National Forest, 2003). Protection of watershed conditions is a primary factor in managing trails on
the forest. Desired future conditions for trails and access include a comprehensive evaluation of the
existing trail system to determine which trails will be retained and modified, with others being closed for
watershed protection. Trail creation by users will be curtailed and users will assist with trail monitoring
and will be informed of impacts to prevent watershed deterioration. Trails will be designed and
maintained for natural resource protection and visitor safety. Furthermore, the Revised Forest Plan
precludes the development of future trail development in Wilderness areas except to facilitate short
segments of the Bonneville Shoreline Trail. User-created trails in wilderness areas are desired to be
evaluated for either inclusion in the trail system or restoration to natural conditions.
The 2003 Revised Forest Plan (USDA Forest Service, Wasatch-Cache National Forest, 2003) refers to the
goal of reducing user-created trails, which can be measured using protocols on the proliferation of usercreated trails (e.g., Hammitt et al., 2015). The number of trail miles closed and restored to natural
conditions can also serve as an indicator for progress towards desired future conditions. An indicator for
progress toward Salt Lake County’s goal of promoting bicycling and walking could be the number of
miles of bike trails existing vs. planned within each canyon. Furthermore, the number of bike trail users
per day can indicate use levels for this infrastructure.
Residential Development. Entities at the county, city, and township levels contain regulations
regarding housing developments and subdivisions. The Salt Lake Valley Health Department describes
requirements regarding subdivision and individual construction on watershed areas (Salt Lake Valley
Health Department, 2006). Salt Lake County also describes goals for housing development in the
canyons, including a moderate-income housing plan and single room occupancy developments (Salt Lake
County, 2020). The Salt Lake County Mountain Resort Zone Ordinance includes requirements for new
construction in village zones, including building scale, height, and cohesiveness (Salt Lake County Code
of Ordinances, 2021).
Salt Lake City requires permission to construct any subdivision in a watershed area of the city, has
specific requirements for components such as the waste disposal system, and conducts development
reviews for watershed management (Salt Lake City Department of Public Utilities, 1999). Sandy City
also provides recommendations on development, for watershed management (Sandy City, 2002). The
Town of Alta’s general plan restricts future residential development to areas currently zoned for such
uses, and does not allow residential development in areas not adequately served by public water and
sewer systems (Town of Alta, 2005). The Town of Brighton’s municipal code also has a section
specifically on subdivisions and adopts the Salt Lake County Code (Town of Brighton, 2020). Potential
indicators of residential development include number of violations of regulations regarding housing
developments and subdivisions, and number of moderate-income and single room housing built and
occupied.
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Table 10. Topics and indicators mentioned in legislation, policy, or management documents.

Entity
Federal
USDA Forest
Service
State
Utah
Department of
Transportation
Utah Transit
Authority
County
Salt Lake
County
Salt Lake
Valley Health
Department
Mountain
Resort Zone
District
Foothills and
Canyons
Overlay Zone
Cities and Townships
Salt Lake City
Town of
Brighton
Town of Alta

Recreational
Experiences
a

Social
Scenery
Heritage
Management
Resources
a

a

Public
Health

Forest
resources

a

a

Ecological
Water
Wildlife
resources
resources
a

a

Avalanche
management

Roads &
Parking

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Residential
development

a
a

a

a

a

a

Physical
Bike paths &
Trails

Fire
Management

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
a
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Appendix A: Sites Sampled Within the Central Wasatch as Part of the National Visitor Use
Monitoring Program
Canyon
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Big Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Little Cottonwood
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek
Millcreek

Site Name
Birches Picnic Area
Brighton Ski Resort- day use
Dogwood Picnic
Ledgemere Picnic
Moss Ledge Picnic
Silver L. Rec Complex Info Site
Solitude Nordic Center
Solitude Ski Resort - Summer
Solitude Ski Resort Company
Spruces CG/Group DUDS
Storm Mountain Family Picnic
Storm Mountain Group Picnic
101) Silver Fork-D1
106) Lake Solitude-D1
107) Brighton Lakes TH-D1
84) Scotts GWT-D1
88) Willow Creek Trail-D1
89) Beartrap Fork Trail-D1
90) Mill D North TH-D1
90a) Mill D North TH (Summer)-D1
93) Mineral Fork-D1
94) Cardiff Fork-D1
97) Days Fork-D1
99) Greens Basin-D1
Cardiff Fork (Winter)
Slips Rockclimbing BCC-D1
Brighton Ski Resort
Jordan Pines Group CG
Redman Campground
Spruces Campground
Spruces Group CG
Heughes Canyon - Mt. Olympus
W-27) Butler Fork @ Hwy 190 - Mt. Olympus
W-28) Mill B North Fork TH - Mt. Olympus
W-29) Mt. Olympus TH
W-33) Mill B South Fork TH - Mt. Olympus
W-36) Ferguson Cyn - Twin Peaks
W-37) Stairs Gulch - Twin Peaks
W-38) Broads Fork - Twin Peaks
Albion Overlook
Alta Ski Lifts Company
Snowbird Ltd. - Summer
Snowbird, Ltd Ski Resort
118) Alta/Cardiff Pass-D1
119) Alta Summer-D1
121) Snowbird Center Bridge-D1
126) Lot 4 Bridge Entry 4-D1
127) White Pine-D1
128) LCC Trail Upper-D1
130) TH @ Temple Quarry-D1
Albion Basin Road-D1
Albion Basin CG
Tanners Flat CG
Misc. LCC Rock Climbing - Lone Peak
W-38a) Lisa Falls TH - Twin Peaks
W-40) Red Pine TH - Lone Peak
W-44) Bells Canyon - Lone Peak
Church Fork Picnic
Clover Springs Picnic
Evergreen Picnic
Fir Crest Picnic Area
Main Box Elder Picnic
Maple Cove Picnic
Maple Grove Picnic
South Box Elder Picnic
Terraces Picnic Area
Terraces Trailhead Parking
Upper Box Elder Picnic
White Bridge Picnic
145) Rattlesnake-D1
146) Church Fork-D1
147) Church Fork (Summer)-D1
150) Birch Hollow TH-D1
151) Mill Creek Cyn Road-D1
152) Mill Creek Winter Gate-D1

Site Number
18451
43
18456
18450
18454
11913
42
49
48
18439
184521
18452
177
178
179
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
17920
17918
97
18457
18435
184391
184392
17900
333
334
335
340
342
343
344
17902
41
45
44
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
17905
18437
18435
346
345
347
348
18440
18447
18444
18446
18441
18445
18443
11950
18442
17903
11951
11952
187
188
189
190
191
192

Site Type1
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
OUDS
OUDS
OUDS
OUDS
OUDS
WILDERNESS
WILDERNESS
WILDERNESS
WILDERNESS
WILDERNESS
WILDERNESS
WILDERNESS
WILDERNESS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
OUDS
OUDS
WILDERNESS
WILDERNESS
WILDERNESS
WILDERNESS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
DUDS
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA
GFA

Sampled Site Days by Survey Year
2007
2012
2017
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
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Sampled Site Days by Survey Year
Canyon
Site Name
Site Number
Site Type1
2007
2012
2017
Millcreek
153) Pipeline-D1
193
GFA
0
0
0
Millcreek
154) Mt. Aire-D1
194
GFA
0
0
0
Millcreek
157) Upper/Lower Big Water THs-D1
195
GFA
0
0
1
Millcreek
75) Lambs Canyon-D1
167
GFA
0
1
0
Millcreek
Church Fork (Winter)
17921
GFA
0
0
0
Millcreek
Maple Grove GFA
17922
GFA
1
0
1
Millcreek
Big Water Winter Yurt
17901
OUDS
1
0
0
Millcreek
W-22) Elbow Forks/Terraces - Mt. Olympus
331
WILDERNESS
0
0
0
Millcreek
W-23) Bowman Fork - Mt. Olympus
332
WILDERNESS
1
1
1
Millcreek
W-30) Neffs Canyon TH - Mt. Olympus
336
WILDERNESS
0
1
1
Millcreek
W-31) Thayne Cyn/S. Box Elder - Mt. Olympus
337
WILDERNESS
0
0
1
Millcreek
W-32) Porter Fork - Mt. Olympus
338
WILDERNESS
0
0
1
Millcreek
W-32a) Alexander Basin - Mt. Olympus
339
WILDERNESS
0
0
0
Total
13
22
31
1
DUDS = Day Use Developed Site; OUDS = Overnight Use Developed Site; GFA = General Forest Area; WILDERNESS = Designated Wilderness
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Appendix B: Site Days Sampled Within the Central Wasatch (by Canyon, Sampling Year, and
Sampling Stratum) as Part of the National Forest Visitor Use Monitoring Program
Canyon and Sampling Year2
Stratum
BCC 2012
LCC 2012
MCC 2012
BCC 2012
LCC 2012
MCC 2012
Site Type1
Use Level or Proxy Code
Site Days Sampled
DUDS
Very High
3
0
1
1
0
0
DUDS
High
1
0
2
0
0
0
DUDS
Medium
0
0
1
0
1
2
DUDS
Low
1
0
0
0
0
4
DUDS
DUR4
0
0
0
0
0
0
DUDS
DUR5
0
0
1
2
0
0
DUDS
FE3
4
1
0
1
0
0
DUDS
FR1
0
1
0
1
1
0
DUDS
FR3
1
0
0
0
0
0
DUDS
SV1
2
2
0
2
2
0
OUDS
Medium
0
1
0
0
0
0
OUDS
Low
0
0
0
0
0
0
OUDS
DUR4
0
0
0
0
0
0
OUDS
DUR5
1
0
0
0
0
0
OUDS
FE3
0
0
0
0
0
0
OUDS
RE2
0
0
0
0
0
0
OUDS
RE4
0
0
0
1
0
0
GFA
Very High
1
0
0
0
0
0
GFA
High
2
0
4
1
0
0
GFA
Medium
3
0
3
0
1
2
GFA
Low
2
1
5
2
2
3
GFA
FR3
0
0
0
0
0
0
GFA
PTC3
1
0
1
0
0
0
WILDERNESS
Very High
0
0
0
0
0
0
WILDERNESS
High
2
1
0
2
0
0
WILDERNESS
Medium
2
3
1
2
0
3
WILDERNESS
Low
1
3
0
1
0
1
1
DUDS = Day Use Developed Site; OUDS = Overnight Use Developed Site; GFA = General Forest Area; WILDERNESS = Designated Wilderness
2
BCC = Big Cottonwood Canyon; LCC = Little Cottonwood Canyon; MCC = Millcreek Canyon
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Appendix C: Sites Sampled as Part of the Central Wasatch Visitor Use Study
Canyon/Area
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
Big Cottonwood Canyon
TOTAL
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
TOTAL
Millcreek Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
Millcreek Canyon
TOTAL
Wasatch Back
Wasatch Back
Wasatch Back
Wasatch Back
Wasatch Back
Wasatch Back
Wasatch Back
Wasatch Back
TOTAL

Site
Bear Trap
Brighton
Butler Fork
Cardiff Fork/Mill D South/Donut Falls
Dogwood
Guardsmans Pass/Crest Trailhead
GWT TH at Brighton (i.e., Lake Mary Tra
Mill B South/North
Mill D North Fork Trail
Mineral Fork
Silver Lake
Solitude
Spruces
Spruces/Days Fork/Mill D North
Storm Mountain/Reservoir Ridge
Willow Heights
Albion Base of Alta Ski Area
Albion Meadows Trailhead
Alta
Alta Central
Bell's Canyon/Lightning Ridge
Catherine's Pass Trailhead
Cecret Lake
Grizzly Gulch, Michigan City/Twin Lakes
Lisa Falls
Snowbird
Temple Quarry Trail
West Gate
White/Red Pine
Wildcat Base of Alta Ski Area
Big/Little Water
Church Fork
Elbow Fork
Mill Creek Winter Gate
Mount Olympus TH
Neffs Canyon TH
Porter Fork
Rattlesnake Gulch
Terraces/Desolation Trail
Thaynes Canyon TH
24/7
Armstrong
Glenwild
Great Western Trail
Lamb's Canyon Entrance
Quinn's in Round Valley
Road to Woz
Rob's

Sampled Site Days
2
18
12
7
1
4
6
14
6
2
9
4
1
2
1
3
92
2
2
12
6
17
2
1
9
7
16
4
12
11
3
104
2
7
2
18
11
16
16
14
6
6
98
4
5
72
1
10
4
3
12
111

Number of Responses
5
327
94
50
1
22
82
219
36
6
115
160
24
28
8
6
1,183
26
19
102
28
166
55
2
76
39
967
46
80
94
11
1,711
42
100
8
204
84
139
78
83
77
24
839
12
27
72
5
36
13
13
83
261
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Appendix D: Activity Profiles for Dispersed Recreation Sites within Big Cottonwood Canyon, Little
Cottonwood Canyon, and Millcreek Canyon

Hiking
Backcountry Skiing
Walking
Snowshoeing
Cross-country Skiing
Trail Running
Rock Climbing
Hunting
Exercising
Picnicking
Snowboarding
Sledding
Driving for Pleasure
Fishing

Big Cottonwood Canyon
%
Rank
52.6
1
8.5
2
8.2
3
4.4
4
2.1
5
2.1
5
2.1
5
1.8
8
1.5
9
1.5
9
1.3
11
1.3
11
1.3
11
1.3
11

Canyon
Little Cottonwood Canyon
%
Rank
38.3
1
23.4
2
4.6
4
4.4
5
0.9
10
1.8
9
9.2
3
0.9
10
0.5
16
0.0
24
0.2
19
0.5
16
0.2
19
0.7
13

Millcreek Canyon
%
Rank
56.0
1
3.6
7
9.2
2
0.9
11
6.9
3
4.2
5
0.2
16
0.0
23
1.2
9
0.9
11
0.0
23
1.0
10
0.2
16
0.0
23
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Appendix E: Data Table and Site-by-Site Visualizations of Data Collected Via Trail Counter by the
Wasatch Backcountry Alliance and the USDA Forest Service
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